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INTRODUCTION:
Welcome to the Beann Eadair CLG Coaching Manual. This manual has been created by Orlaith
Curran, Conor Crowley and Donal Murray to provide a structured, consistent framework to
assist all Coaches in the Juvenile Section. Its aim is to help coaches to plan and manage the
individual and team development from entering the Club Academy at Under 6 through to
exiting the Juvenile Section at Under 16 to enter the Minors Section of our Club.
The Manual uses a GAA Player Pathway as a foundation for helping coaches to understand the
development and progression of their players and squads through the Juvenile age groups.
The main Coaching Styles are mapped against the stages of the Player Pathway to assist the
coaches in understanding how they must develop and adapt their style as the playing group
matures and strives for improved preparation and performance.
The Coaching Styles described in the Manual are: (i) Direct/Command, (ii) Practice, (iii)
Reciprocal, (iv) Guided Discovery and (v) Problem Solving.
As Beann Eadair Coaches move through the age grades with their players they need to be
aware of and introduce more aspects of these Styles into their coaching approach and delivery
to complement the stage of the Player Pathway and respect the emotional, psychological and
physical development of the individual players in their squad.
The approach and underlying principles of this manual are shaped by the Coaching Philosophy
and Values agreed by the Beann Eadair Coaching Committee in 2017. The first of these values
is to strive to coach for mastery which targets helping all players to reach their full potential.
Coaching for mastery (the Mastery Climate) emphasises effort and improvement more than
results.
The Club’s philosophy and approach follows John Wooden’s belief that “Success comes from
knowing that you did your best to become the best that you are capable of becoming”. Our
Juvenile Coaches must rise to this challenge and this Manual is a reference guide to assist.
The Manual explains in simple terms the theory and guidance behind becoming a proficient
coach and positively influencing the development of each individual in your squad and
preparing competitive and successful teams.
This information is supported by age-specific guidance on how to prepare for training and
games. These sheets can be printed off by age to serve as quick reference guides through the
season.
The Beann Eadair Manual is a living document and must be reviewed regularly and updated to
reflect new learning’s and best practice from all of our Juvenile Coaches.
MOL AN ÓIGE AGUS TIOCFAIDH SÍ. CLAN ABÚ!

“Strive for progress, not for perfection”
1
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“All kids need is a little help, a little
hope and somebody who believes in
them” – Magic Johnson (Basketball)
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Abbreviation
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Meaning
Fundamental Movement Skills
Agility, Balance, Coordination
Run, Jump, Throw
Catch, Pass, Kick
Games Development Officer
Peak Height Velocity
Ladies Gaelic Football Association
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THE BEANN EADAIR COACH:


Facilitates The Skill Learning And Development Of Players Through
Training.

THE COACHING PROCESS:
PLAN: Develop short and long term training programmes/plans to help your players
achieve their goals.
IMPLEMENT: Deliver and conduct the training programme/plan.
EVALUATE: Evaluate the programmes, player development and your own coaching.
Review what was successful, what went wrong and the ways in which this occurred.
ADJUST: This may result in adjustment of your training programme and your own coaching
methods and approach.
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THE BEANN EADAIR COACHING PHILOSOPHY:
1. Strive to coach for mastery of performance (emphasis of success is about performance
improvement and effort more than winning and performance outcome), developing
players confidence and competence of GAA skills and game awareness, helping and
guiding ALL players to reach their FULL potential
2. Player Welfare: Putting the development of the player first, understanding that the longterm development of the player is top priority. Since children go through developmental
stages our coaches should try to use age appropriate coaching strategies and methods
to facilitate the optimal long term development more so than ‘winning at all costs’
3. Promoting cohesion, togetherness and team spirit amongst each playing group
4. Develop character as well as skill, knowing coaching goes beyond developing the player
but the person too

THE BEANN EADAIR COACHING VALUES:
1. Inclusion of all; players, mentors, assistant coaches etc.
2. Support for both players and coaches
3. High quality coaching: supporting coaches to aspire to progress their coaching
standards and qualities through GAA courses (Foundation, Level 1, Level 2) and
workshops or programmes
4. Foster an enjoyment of our games to encourage the retention and continued
participation of both football and hurling at all ages
5. Honour the GAA Games, promoting fairness and respect of opponents, officials and our
club
6. Integrating GAA into the community

THE DESIRED BEANN EADAIR COACHING QUALITIES: (*Detailed further in Appendix 1.)
1. KNOWLEDGE OF PLAYERS: be aware of the age group you are working with, and the critical
developmental factors associated with their developmental stage/age e.g. their
technical/tactical skill stage and the appropriate coaching styles to facilitate development at
this stage.
2. COMPETITIVE: Coaches should have a desire to be driven in their ambition to develop skill and
progress players.
3. ORGANISED & PLANNED - ‘To fail to plan is to plan to fail’
 Each session must be well planned and structured in order to avoid boredom and
monotony.
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4. COMMUNICATIVE – Good communication and listening skills are key for effective coaching.
 It is required in a variety of situations e.g. with parents, with players explaining drills and
skills, introducing tactics, with officials, administrators and other coaches.
5. INCLUSIVE – adapting and modifying coaching practices and activities to ensure every participant
has the opportunity to participate.
6. RESPECTFUL: A coach must express respect towards their players in an effort to expect it in
return. Know and use their names, be fair.
7. MOTIVATING & ENCOURAGING: Encourage participation and improvement of playing
performance but also motivate players in a positive way that will build their self belief and self
efficacy, improving their confidence, competency and developing intrinsic motivation (a
motivation/desire that comes from within them). Accept their mistakes and help them
understand these are a part of learning and improvement.
8. OBSERVANT: Observation doesn’t just happen; a coach has to make it happen. The key with
observation is using it appropriately to evaluate performance and provide effective feedback.
9. PATIENCE & PERSEVERANCE: It is so important as a coach to have ‘the courage to have patience
and perseverance’.
 Patience involves the coach expressing an ability or willingness to suppress restlessness or
annoyance when confronted with delay / poor behaviour and performances.
10. REFLECTIVE (with an Open Mind / Willingness to Learn): Reflective practice involves evaluating
training sessions, what worked and what didn’t, assessing your own coaching approach, and
deciding how you can best improve on these on an ongoing basis.

INDIVIDUAL COACHING PHILOSOPHY:
COACHING PHILOSOPHY: the way a coach sees situations and experiences and the value they give

them. Every coach should have his or her own personal philosophy, however a coaching philosophy at
youth level should focus on creating an appropriate training climate (Mastery Climate v Performance
Climate) through moulding the players mindset of success (Growth Mindset v Fixed Mindset) i.e.
praising effort and skill execution or winning.
A coaching philosophy outlines your purpose as a coach and your approach to player development and
winning. It should revolve around the values, opinions and beliefs that shape and govern your own life these are drawn upon based on knowledge and experience.
Above all, a coach should create an atmosphere of fun and enjoyment, be patient, consistent and act as a
leader to their group of players.
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Remember you are developing people as well as players. Ensure to shape their character by
instilling in them the values and characteristic traits you feel important and hold true in your
own life (e.g. punctuation, respect, discipline, manners, etc.)
Growth Mindset

Fixed Mindset

Player feels their abilities can be
developed and improved with effort,
application and experience.

Player feels the need to prove him or
herself, that they have a fixed intelligence
or athletic ability.
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Mastery Climate

Performance Climate

Player believes that effort creates success
and has satisfaction with being a team
member; learning and task mastery are
attributes of success and satisfaction. This
helps to develop self-efficacy, leading a
player to develop intrinsic motivation and
a positive attitude towards training. The
coach’s focus should be on praising effort
and improvement more than results.

Player believes that ability leads to
success, has negative attitudes to training,
have feelings of boredom, tensions and
concerns about failing. Have satisfaction
when outperforming others with the
perception that different treatment be
used for high and low achievers.

At Beann Eadair we should strive towards developing a growth mindset in our players through
creating a climate based around mastery and performance of skills.

COACHING STYLES:
There are many different approaches to coaching a specific skill, technique, tactic etc. The following are
some common examples and range from being a very direct, coach-centred approach to an indirect,
more player-centred approach.
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Style

Overview

Explanation/Description

DIRECT /
COMMAND:

The most coachdirected style in
the continuum,
where the coach is
the exclusive
decision maker e.g.
decisions on what
to do, how to do it,
and the level of
achievement
expected.
Useful when
showing how to
perform a skill,
specific technique,
or tactic.

1. The coach gives a demonstration of the expected
performance, emphasising and explaining specific
important points of the movement.
2. The demonstration gives the payers an
opportunity to see the skill performed accurately
and observe the critical elements of the task. The
coach may guide the players through the various
steps in carrying out the task.
3. The players repeat the performance many times as
they put the movements together in the proper
sequence and timing.
4. The coach also makes additional helpful comments
to a player or a group of players when necessary.
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PRACTICE:

Very similar to the
command style in
that the coach is
the primary
decision maker,
and the task will
also start with a
demonstration and
description of what
is to be achieved.

1. The demonstration does not necessarily have to
come from the coach; it may come from another
player or even from audiovisual aids.
2. The players then practice the skill, either on their
own or with a group, as the coach walks around,
observes their performance and offers feedback.
3. The difference between the command and practice
style is that the practice style does permit some
decision making be the players. For instance, the
players may decide where they will practice and if
they will be working with, or without, a partner.
4. At the end of each task or the session the coach
may review what they did, emphasising the
essential points to have learned.

1.

2.

RECIPROCAL:

This style allows
more decisionmaking by the
players as
compared to the
command style,
which is much
more coach
dominated.

3.

4.

5.
6.
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The coach describes the task/skill to be performed
and points out what the observer should be
looking for to see if the performer is executing the
task/skill properly.
The players are the observers and are responsible
for viewing the performance of their teammates
and providing feedback on each attempt.
The session is usually initiated with a
demonstration, a description of the skill, and the
breakdown of teaching points to look out for when
practicing the skill.
Once this is accomplished, one player performs the
skill as their partner observes the performance
and provides positive feedback to help improve
their partner’s performance of the skill.
After the performer has properly executed the skill
a specific number of times the partners switch
roles.
With this style the duty of the coach is to walk
around observing the players and clarifying the
tasks/skills for both the performer and observer.
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GUIDED
DISCOVERY:

PROBLEM
SOLVING:

This method
crosses over into
the studentcentered section of
the continuum.
This approach
continues to use
coach-designed
movement tasks,
however, it is done
in a way that
allows the players
to make individual
decisions about
how to move.

1. The coach defines the intended outcome of the
movement response, but doesn’t determine how
it’s attained.
2. This method is useful if the coach is trying to get
the players to discover the most desirable
movement for a certain task or to develop a new
skill.
3. It increases their level of understanding of why
certain movements are more advantageous and
effective than others - an ideal way for players to
discover possible strategies/tactics of specific
games.
4. The idea behind this method is that in contrast to
providing players with the solutions to problems
encountered in their sport, the coach guides the
players towards the solution using a series of
structured questions. This eventually leads to the
single desired outcome the coach was looking for.
5. The coach facilitates the players’ discovery of the
most appropriate strategies, encouraging greater
independence. Obviously, the quality of the
questions is crucial in guiding and challenging the
player (types of questions are detailed on page
40).

The strategy of
problem solving is
very similar to the
strategy of guided
discovery except
for one important
difference.

1. With the guided discovery approach there was
only one proper way of performing the final
movement or task, therefore the final outcome
would always be the same. With the problem
solving approach several solutions can be the end
result.
2. In problem solving, as with guided discovery, the
coach will present a movement challenge that has
certain guidelines or conditions. The
guidelines/conditions may be a limitation on the
use of space, directions, or movements permitted.
3. The goal is not to find a single correct answer as
with guided discovery, instead the objective is for
the students to find as many different solutions to
the challenge as possible. Any movement response
that fits within the guidelines is totally acceptable.

The main difference in these coaching approaches is the level of ownership, be it with the coach or the
players. It differs from where the coach can provide all information for players to copy or guide learning
through asking and prompting information.
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Coaching styles can take a traditional or a more modern game sense approach. The
differences between these are highlighted in Appendix. 2.
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DEVELOPMENTAL PLAYER & COACH PATHWAY:
For optimal player development, GAA players must systematically progress through a
developmental player pathway sequence. The sequence is broken into stages that reflect their
playing age groups.
At each age group there are optimal “windows of trainability”. The below table highlights these
showing a need for them to be capitalised on and developed progressively at each age group if
players are to reach their full playing potential. This table informs the player pathway that
appears later in this manual.
WINDOWS OF TRAINABILITY:

The above graph highlights the need for players to develop these skills in a systematic and
progressive manner. A child must be competent and confident at Fundamental Movement
Skills (FMS) before they will become increasingly confident with GAA Specific Skills.
There are two windows open for optimal speed and agility development and a key phase for
developing suppleness or flexibility.
The need to increase training quality, intensity and speed after the age of approximately 12
years is key if players are to optimally develop their fitness potential (endurance, stamina,
speed endurance etc.) along with matching the increased demands of the game as the player
gets older.
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The player pathway outlined in this coaching manual presents the technical skills, tactical
awareness, physical capacities etc. a child needs to practice. It highlights when to train them
and ways in which to coach this systematic progression at each age group in order for skillful,
game aware player development.
Each section provides an overview for that age group, the first page outlining the playing and
physical capacities that should be developed at this age if optimal development is to occur. This
prepares the player for the demands of the game that they face at the next age group.
Each stage is also associated with a coaching outline for that age group. This highlights the
recommended ways in which to coach these skills, tactics and physical capacities, how to coach
the games approach (*highlighted further in Appendix 2.) and the coaching/organisational logistics that
are required with each age group.
The stages are outlined below.

PLAYER PATHWAY STAGES:

Age Group
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Stage

U6

FUNdamentals

U8

Feeling the Ball

U10

Bilateral Ball in Motion

U12

Game Understanding

U14

Ball at Pace

U16

Positional Understanding
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FUNdamentals
U6 (Beann Eadair Academy)

Stage
Age Group
Focus

Player
Characteristics

Participation & game enjoyment. Primary development is Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS) relevant to
learning the technical skills of GAA games, achieved by developing FMS through simple fun games and play,
starting without and progressing to include a ball.









Un-coordinated and individually focused
Have low spatial awareness so will tend to bump in to each other instead of moving into space
Will be very ball focused, they think they are merely just chasing a ball
Struggle to play within a team setting but will respond to partner work
Have very low attention spans so need constant changes in activity
Respond to individual support and guidance, you show they follow
They learn well from being asked questions, and will ask lots of their own!
Respond best to target games and races (hitting, throwing and running)

Football

Technical
Proficiency
(Skills)

Hurling

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Pick up a stationery ball (2 hands) & set down
 Scoop Pick up
 Bowling the ball individually
 Tummy throw individually
 Individual two handed catching (low, body & high
catch)
o Bounce to self & catch
o Full air borne body/high catch
 **Introduce hand passing – left & right
Kicking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Dribbling ball on ground with feet – left & right
 Trapping a moving ball with foot – left & right
 Ground kicking individually – left & right
 Bounce kicking individually – left & right
 **Introduce kick passing/punt kicking – left & right
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Fundamental Movement Skills (without ball, move to
extension with ball)
 **Introduce stationary solo – left & right

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Grip, ready, lock positions
 Pick up a stationery ball (hands) & set down
 Bowling the ball individually
 Tummy throw individually
 Individual two handed catching
 Begin introducing roll/jab lifts with stationary ball
 **Introduce hand passing – left & right
Striking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Ground striking – left & right
o Tyres
o Sliotar
 Ground stop
 Run & strike stationary ball – left & right
 Two handed dribble – left & right
 **Introduce stationary air strike – left & right
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Fundamental Movement Skills (without ball, move to
extension with ball)
 Introduce bean bag balance/solo

** Only begin to introduce & develop these skills if
competent & confident in all other FMS leading to this!

** Only begin to introduce & develop these skills if
competent & confident in all other FMS leading to this!

Technical
Review

For all skills develop individually and progress through partners, threes and small group tasks

Tactical
Prowess

Spatial awareness developed through Fundamental Movement Skills (FMS) - finding and using space
through chasing and evading games
 Identify and move to space
 Avoid crashing (sidestepping and dodging)

Physical
Fitness

Agility
The ability to move and change direction, avoiding
obstacles and each other. The ability to dodge and move
off both feet.
Use tag type/chasing fun games.
Balance
The ability to hold different stances and hold static
(stationery positions, 2 feet, 4 points i.e. animal stances).
Develop from 2 legs to single leg, and with ball in hand.
Co-ordination
Ability to move in various ways – running in different
directions, side to side, low skipping. Also with objects,
bean bag toss, through hoops etc. Do in fun games, with
plenty of space, caution not to add ball too early.

Running
Basic technique including stopping and starting. Focus on
the fundaments of running such as using the arms and legs
and moving forwards and backwards.
Jumping
This is key for future advanced skill development – taking
off/landing with two feet. Advance to taking off one foot
and land two footed. Do not add ball at this stage.
Throwing
Start with rolling for self and target rolling. Different hand
positions on ball. Advance to rolling in pairs before
development into throwing.

Psychological
Focus

 Develop self esteem (feel good about oneself)
 Develop enhanced levels of concentration
 Create positive thinking about sport and physical activity

Health &
Performance

 Have own water bottle
 Awareness of personal safety – mouth guards, helmets, also clothing e.g. footwear, shoe laces, jewelry etc.
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Coaching U6
Coaching
Style

Coaching
thorough
Games

Coaching Tips
At U6

 Coach should create a FUN atmosphere through enthusiasm, positivity, inclusion and praise.
 Coaching style is a very direct style where coach explains all the skills required with clear demonstrations,
creating opportunities to practice the skills and observes them providing some feedback.
 This age copy what they see, the best method here is through active demonstration - you act, they follow!
 Questioning is vital to ensure learning is taking place, ask them questions to check for understanding.
 It is important to only introduce one thing at a time with this age group.
 Children work individually, in pairs and in threes (small groups) through cooperative and competitive play.
 Target Games (e.g. skittles, through the gates etc.) leading to games the kids can even invent themselves
 Court Games where they must pass a ball over an obstacle such as a net or designated area (e.g. over the
river, hurling tennis)
 Part Invasion Games where players must complete a task but with limited or direct opposition (e.g. 4v4
with 2 zones, hand pass to a goalie, getting through traffic)
Equipment
 For this age group equipment is provided by the club (stored in Club GDO Storeroom):
o First Touch Footballs & Sliotars
o Hurley & Helmet (encourage parents to purchase own hurley & helmet for their child)
o Soft cones, bibs, bean bags, hurdles
o Water bottles
Within Training
 Be enthusiastic to create a sense of fun and enthusiasm in players when playing GAA
 Try ensure each child gets maximum touches on the ball
 Keep groups low when doing skills so as players are not waiting too long in line for their turn
 Try keep all kids active for the 60 minutes in all types of play situations
 Converse with coaches at U8 level, swap idea’s, learn some tips, drills, games etc. that work
 Ensure every player leaves the training session with a smile on their face – easily achieved by finishing
the session with a fun game (with or without a ball)
 At the end of the session – give the kids 10 minutes to show off their skills, hurling or football, the
coaches can walk around observing, praising, correcting technique. The kids will be practicing and
showing you their own personal level of skill, each week they will want to show off more and so may
be encouraged to practice the skills at home to improve and show off more to you the next week!
Beyond Training
 Organise events that will engage parents & coaches – to be inclusive plus build on communication
 Engage with parents; letting them know how season/sessions are going. Stress the importance with
them of arriving on time!
 Organise a fun event for your group of players every now and again not GAA related to keep variety
Coaching Resources

ABC Nursery Programme Book/Fundamentals Book/Fun Do Pack


Training &
Competition
Logistics
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Takes place weekly (Saturday mornings - 11am boys, 12.30pm girls) in ‘The Cage’ coordinated by Alice
and Club GDO Claire
Aim is to get kids and their parents involved and interested in GAA (Clanna Gael) & sport in general
Coach: Player Ratio = 1:5 or 2:10
1 training sessions per week = 1 Hurling & Football
Training season follows school calendar (September-June) with a break over the Christmas period
Competition: There is no competition at this age. If organising games they take the Go Games format
Challenge Games: look up a Dublin Club Webpage, search for U6 Coach contact details & contact to
organise challenge game
Booking Pitch at Club: Book through Club GDO if not already assigned a pitch
o Organisning a Referee: contact Club GDO or Club Referee Administrator to allocate a referee
for your game. (€20 - €10 from each team) - (Keep note of all refs fees paid as these can be
reclaimed from the club)
Game Day Logistics: Contact parents, let them know game time, location, meeting point & meeting
time, plus have parents REPLY TO CONFIRM child’s attendance!
o Ensure pitch & referee is booked (home game), also pay referee (€10 each team)
o Set up pitch on morning of game to correct dimensions (home game)
o Organise players into separate teams allocating at least one mentor per team
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Feeling the Ball
U8

Stage
Age Group
Focus

Player
Characteristics

Ongoing basic FMS development with a better emphasis on running technique, especially during warm-ups
with the technical focus surrounding speed development and beginning awareness of flexibility/ suppleness.
Understanding the importance of space, each player should spend significant time on the ball with awareness
of using both hands and feet, and moving towards motion with the ball at all times.






Need to be kept physically active with frequent breaks and regular changes in activity
Often have wide range of physical abilities but should start to develop awareness and vision
Co-ordination will often be under developed so players need tasks focusing on Agility, Balance and Co-ordination
Need things to be consistent and fair, are sensitive to criticism so coaches should focus on positive feedback
Learn best when physically active and repeat things on a regular basis but through fun games
 Are easily distracted and lose concentration quickly so coaches should keep adapting

Football

Technical
Proficiency
(Skills)

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Crouch lift stationary ball
 Individual catching (progress to pairs/groups)
o Body catch
o High catch
o Low catch
 Hand pass (stepping into) in pairs – left & right
 Fist pass (stepping into) in pairs – left & right
Kicking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Two handed punt kick in pairs – left & right
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Bounce (tummy high) – move from 2 hands to 1 (left
& right)
 Solo (toe tap) – left & right



Technical
Review
Tactical
Prowess

Physical
Fitness

Psychological
Focus
Health &
Performance
15

Introduce BILATERAL coordination of all skills

Hurling
Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Roll & Jab lift a stationery ball
 Hand Passing – left & right
 Two handed catching (body & high)
 Ground Clash – left & right
 Frontal & Ground Block (hurl to hurl, get close to
opponent)
 Hook a ground strike
Striking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Ground strike a moving ball – left & right
 Ground Dribbling – left & right
 Ground Doubling (same & opposite direction)
 Strike from hand stationary – left & right
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Bean bag balance on hurl
 Ball balance on hurl (introducing solo)


Introduce BILATERAL coordination of all skills

 Combining ball skills with Fundamental Movement Skills
 Review basic skills from previous stage:
o F: Pick up/scoop lift, Bounce/catch, Dribbling/trapping
o H: Grip, ground strike/stop, dribble
 Develop skills first then progress to developing on the move
Creating space to pass or receive using the FMS of sidestepping, dodging and evasion.
 Side step & pass, Dodging & pass, Ball feint & pass
 Ball feint, then side step & pass etc.
Agility
Activities should include lots of changes of direction with
the development of spatial awareness. Advance by
adding ball.
Balance
Static and moving balance - Move to single leg balancing
activities such as single leg hopping and one leg take off
jumps (land on same or opposite leg) and hold landing.
Advance from static balancing to more mobile, dynamic
balancing (on move).
Co-ordination
Progressing to activities on the move (i.e. included with
agility activities, picking up things on the move – e.g. cups
and saucers). Advance to ball activities on move.

Running/Speed
Lots of speed activities included in the warm up focusing on
basic running mechanics (foot contact, arm movement, high
knees). Key stage for speed development* (use relay races
etc.)
Suppleness
Basic flexibility should be introduced in warm ups and warm
downs, moving from static to dynamic stretching in warm
up.
Jumping
Develop further taking off/landing with two feet, taking off
one foot and land one/two footed. Advance by adding ball.
Strength
Basic fun strength activities can be introduced such as
partner pulling and pushing, resistance, tug of war etc.

 Develop and understand tolerance – working in small groups/teams and acceptance of others/different
abilities. Introduce simple rules and ethics
 Accepting of defeat and disappointments
 Develop positive values associated with sport e.g. fair play, teamwork, sharing, coping with winning/losing.
 Introduction of more formal warm up and warm downs can be introduced. Children should understand
the rationale for warm up/down and basic muscle groups
 Coach should promote healthy snacks at training, everyone to have own water bottle
 Mouth guards & helmet requirement, including safe use and storage
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Coaching U8

Coaching Style

 The coaching focus is FMS development and individual improvement rather than winning (ensure to praise
the process of the skill often as opposed to the outcome e.g. ‘great kicking’ instead of ‘great goal’)
 Coaching style is still a direct style, explaining all the skills required with clear demonstrations (acting out
the desired action will create a better response). This age group will copy and reflect exactly what they
see. Observe and feedback! Focus on individual skill development progressing to short form games.
 If finding skill difficult, help them out by joining in, have that child watch you carry out the skill and have
them carry it out with you, copying what you do. When they get it right ensure to give praise as soon as
possible, reassure them that they are doing it right. Give praise frequently especially when learning new
skills; ensure to give feedback on errors too.

Coaching
thorough
Games

 Begin introducing games here, using games of 4v4 to a maximum of 7v7 games. Progress games from noninvasive to part invasive throughout stage, developing to full invasive games towards the end of stage.
 Continue to use target, court and part invasion games. This stage introduces Go Games and simple rules.

Coaching Tips
At U8

Equipment
 Contact Club GDO or Club Equipment Officer to order equipment.
 Team will be allocated locker in main store room & expected to store equipment there
 Club will still provide lend of helmets and hurleys for players but there should be a drive to start getting
parents to buy this equipment for their children.
 Equipment:
o Try have at least one ball per two so each player gets sufficient ball time (first touch balls)
o Hurley & helmet (encourage parents to purchase own hurley & helmet for their child)
o Soft Cones, Bibs, Water bottles
Within Training
 Be enthusiastic and positive to create a sense of fun and enthusiasm in players when playing GAA
 Try ensure each child gets maximum touches on the ball
 Keep groups low when doing skills so as players are not waiting too long in line for their turn (max. 4-5)
 Converse with coaches at U10 level, swap idea’s, learn some tips, drills, games etc. that work
 After each training session reflect on the session with the group of coaches, identifying what worked well &
not so well, what requires attention, developing a plan for the next session/week
 Ensure every player leaves the training session with a smile on their face – easily achieved by finishing the
session with a fun game (with or without a ball)
Beyond Training
 Organise events that will engage parents & coaches – to be inclusive plus build on communication
 Engage with parents; let them know how sessions are going. Stress importance of arriving on time!
 Organise a fun event for your group of players every now and again not GAA related to keep variety








Training &
Competition
Logistics
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Boys & Girls begin to train separately (U7)
This is the stage where children move out of Cage (U7) and onto grass pitches, where parents take on the
coaching, orgaising & administrations (can be daunting – look for advice from coaches in age above)
Identify a single point of contact for your group (takes on logistics organisational role, keeps everyone,
parents, players, coaches up to date on training and game times)
Coach: Player Ratio = 1:5 or 2:10
2 training sessions per week = 1 Hurling & 1 Football (must be well structured, positive & FUN)
Training season follows school calendar (September-June) with a break over the Christmas period
Competition: The first 18 months at this stage will be without organised competitions (U7), these will not
begin until January the following year (U8) – until then organise challenge games for your group.
In January Go Games competition begins (structure outlined on page 28/29) alternating weeks for football &
hurling. CCC1 fixes games weekly, check Dublin GAA/LGFA website for fixtures, also Club GDO will email
fixtures to your group contact weekly. Games take place at the weekends, thus training should be midweek.
Challenge Games: look up a Dublin Club Webpage, search for U8 Coach contact details & contact to organise
Booking Pitch at Club: Book through Club GDO or Grounds Coordinator if not already assigned a pitch
Organisning a Referee: Contact club GDO/Referee Administrator to allocate a referee for your game if not
already assigned one. For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to
confirm game. If unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative (€20 - €10 from each team)
If no referee available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the
game. Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
Game Day Logistics: Contact parents, let them know game time, location, meeting point & meeting time,
plus have parents REPLY TO CONFIRM child’s attendance! Be at pitch 45 mins before a game to set up pitch
o Ensure pitch & referee is booked (home game), also pay referee (€10 from each team)
o Set up pitch on morning of game to correct dimensions (home game)
o Organise players into separate teams allocating at least one mentor/team (fill in team sheets)
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Bilateral Ball in Motion
U10

Stage
Age Group
Focus

Player
Characteristics

Significant emphasis on performing all techniques and skills bilaterally and on the move. Introduce basic
concept of defending and attacking, with further development of creating space for both you and
teammate. Speed, agility and suppleness remain a primary focus along with introducing the awareness of
strength. Ensure to teach the rules and ethics of the game also.
 Has improving co-ordination and ability to play on move
 Increasing control over movement of motor skills (plus with ball) & ABCs (Agility, Balance, Co-ordination)
 Still has shortened attention span so training sessions need to move quite quickly
 Willing to learn and achieve – especially within a small team context
 Likes consistency in standards and fairness

Football

Technical
Proficiency

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Crouch lift on move
 Catching on move:
o Body catch
o High catch
o Low catch
o Reach catch
 Bilateral coordination on move:
o Hand Pass
o Fist Pass
Kicking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 One handed punt kick
 Hook kick
 Shooting (points & goals)
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Solo on move (bilateral emphasis)
 Bounce (tummy high) on move
Dispossession
 Shadowing & Marking
 Intercepting
 Block Down


Technical
Review

Tactical
Prowess

Physical Fitness

Psychological
Focus
Health &
Performance
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Hurling
Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Roll & Jab lift ball on move
 Hand passing on move
 One handed catch
 Overhead catch (hurl to protect)
 Bat ball overhead
 First touch control into hand
Striking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Strike from hand on move
 Strike from hand (short grip) on move
 Sideline cuts
 Shooting
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Solo ball on hurl on move
Dispossession
 Shadowing
 Marking
 Intercepting
 Frontal block
 Hooking on move


Emphasise BILATERAL coordination of all skills

Emphasise BILATERAL coordination of all
skills

 Review basic skills from previous stage on move:
o F: Crouch lift, all catches, fist/hand pass, two handed punt kicking
o H: One handed catch, hand pass, ground strike/double, ground dribbling
 Develop skills bilaterally and on move then progress to begin developing at pace
Further development of creating space, & decision making: “when to” pass/carry/shoot
 Side step/dodge/ball feint & pass/solo
 Ball feint with side step & pass/solo
 Passing on move and to a moving receiver
 Identifying support positions (in front, beside, behind)
 Use of evasion skills to create space for yourself AND teammates
ABC’s
Speed
Agility exercises will prepare the players for future skill
This is also key speed phase so speed work
activities and the ability to work bi-laterally (the ability to
should be continued throughout this stage
do everything off both feet and hands). Whole body
(busts of 4-6secs). Warm up activities should
balance to include aspects such as T balance. Progress with focus on technical components. Exercises
ball once movement pattern has been developed.
should be with and without ball.
Strength
Suppleness
Lower body strength and awareness through:
Introduce moving/dynamic stretching and
warm up activities. Try to use static stretching
 Basic own body weight exercises (in fun warm ups)
in warm downs (only short muscle holds).
 Lunges and basic squat movements
 Concentration and focus – the ability to work for slightly extended periods of time without losing quality
 Basic goal setting with coach – agreeing goals as groups and individuals
 Practicing at home and developing own skills and physical aspects – coaches to give homework
 Mouth guards compulsory
 Importance of hydration
 Importance and attention to warm up and down
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Coaching U10
Coaching Style

Coaching
thorough
Games

Coaching Tips
At U10

 Focus is on enjoyment, providing constant feedback, creating a ‘Mastery Climate’ to help develop selfefficacy & intrinsic motivation.
 Coaching emphasis of success is on effort and individual improvement rather than success through
winning, instilling in players a ‘Growth Mindset’.
 Remember you are developing people as well as players, so build values & character also!
 Coaching style is direct (or can use practice style) for skills development but using the games approach
with whole-part-whole focus to begin introducing game understanding and awareness (*page 39).
 Small-sided training games could include two goals at either end where possible to encourage the use of
both sides aiding bilateral skill development.
 The whole-part-whole games approach is a good approach with this age (*outlined in Appendix 2.).
 Also using conditioned games are key for developing a specific technique or tactic here. Use games of
5v5 up to a maximum of 9v9.
Equipment
 Contact Club GDO or Club Equipment Officer to order equipment:
o Try have at least one ball per two so each player gets sufficient ball time (Quick Touch Balls)
o Hurley & helmet (encourage parents to purchase own hurl & helmet for their child)
o Soft Cones, Bibs, Water Bottles
Within Training
 Begin with a warm up (include games to focus on ABCs & RJTs), introduce and develop a skill, enhance
this skill by developing through games, move onto another skill, enhance it again by developing
through a game, then move to another game or a new skill again. Finish warm down with fun game.
 Be enthusiastic to create a sense of fun and enthusiasm in players when playing GAA
 Try ensure each child gets maximum touches on the ball, encourage bilateral effort all the time
 Keep groups low when doing skills so as players are not waiting too long in line for their turn
 It is useful to get a time in “the cage” to practice individual skills on both sides
 Converse with coaches at U12 level, swap idea’s, learn some tips, drills, games etc. that work
 After each training session reflect on the session with the group of coaches, identifying what worked
well & not so well, what requires attention, developing a plan for the next session/week
 Ensure every player leaves the training session with a smile on their face – easily achieved by finishing
the session with a fun game (with or without a ball)
Beyond Training
 Organise events that will engage parents & coaches – to be inclusive plus build on communication
 Engage with parents; letting them know how season/sessions are going.
 Organise a fun event for your group of players every now and again not GAA related to keep variety







Training &
Competition
Logistics
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Coach: Player Ratio = 1:7 (minimum)
The single point of contact for your group looks after the logistics & group organisational role
2 training sessions per week = 1 Hurling & 1 Football (must be well structured, positive and FUN,
introducing a higher level of game playing concepts). Positional play and streaming of teams becomes more
evident as players capabilities start to differentiate
Competition: Go Games, alternating weeks for football & hurling. CCC1 fixes games every week, check
Dublin GAA/LGFA website for fixtures, also Club GDO will email fixtures to your group contact weekly
Challenge Games: look up a Dublin Club Webpage, search for U10 Coach contact details & contact to
organise challenge game
Booking Pitch at Club: Book through Club GDO or Grounds Coordinator if not already assigned a pitch
Organisning a Referee: Contact Club GDO/Referee Administrator to allocate a referee for your game if not
already assigned one. For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee
to confirm game. If unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative one. (€20 - €10 from
each team). These monies can be reclaimed from the club at the end of a term e.g. at summer or Christmas
breaks.
If no referee available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the
game. Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
Game Day Logistics: Contact parents, let them know game time, location, meeting point & meeting time,
plus have parents REPLY TO CONFIRM child’s attendance! Be at pitch 45 mins before a game to get pitch
set up
o Ensure pitch & referee is booked (home game), also pay referee (€10 from each team)
o Set up pitch on morning of game to correct dimensions (home game)
o Organise players into separate teams allocating at least one mentor/team (fill in team sheets)
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Game Understanding
U12

Stage
Age Group
Focus

Player
Characteristics

Key focus is skill refinement and game understanding. Enhancements of bilateral skills are priority here.
Develop further defending principles and creating/taking scoring opportunities, this in turn emphasises the
need for decision making whilst in possession. Basic understanding of attacking and defending, providing
support and cover. Begin to place value on the development of core and lower body strength towards end
of this phase. Training intensity begins to increase. Rules and ethics further instilled.






Has improved co-ordination (including hand to eye) so at an ideal age for learning skills, the primary focus at U12
Increased control over motor skills, ABCs & speed, all which should be linked to ball skill development
May be going through growth spurts – will develop at different rates (heights, strengths and mood)
Is often highly competitive and thus needs careful control
Will learn from role models and these should be used as widely as possible

Football

Technical
Proficiency

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Crouch lift at pace
 Chip lift on move
 Hand/fist pass at pace
Kicking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Punt/Hook kicking at pace
 Kicking/passing with outside of foot
 Free kicking
 Penalty kicking
 Shooting at pace
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Solo at pace
 Roll off opponent
Dispossession
 Delay, deny and dispossess principle introduced
 Near hand tackle
 Frontal tackle
 Block down


Technical
Review

Tactical
Prowess

Physical Fitness

Psychological
Focus
Health &
Performance
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Ensure BILATERAL coordination of all skills are
competent

Hurling
Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Roll & jab lift at pace
 Hand passing at pace
 Switch pass
 Low catching
Striking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Striking from hand at pace
 Strike off hurl on move
 Double on ball in air
 Shooting (points & goals)
 Lift & strike (free taking)
 Penalty taking
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Solo ball on hurl at pace
 Roll off opponent
Dispossession
 Delay, deny and dispossess principle introduced
 Hurl flick on move
 Frontal/ground block & hooking - at pace


Ensure BILATERAL coordination of all skills are
competent

 Review bilateral ball skills from previous stages at pace:
o F: Catching (body, high, low, reach), Hand/fist pass, kicking (punt, hook), solo, shooting
o H: Lifting, first touch, catching, hand pass, striking, solo, shooting, blocking, hooking
o Ball feinting, side stepping & pass/solo
 Develop skills both bilaterally and at pace
Working individually and in small units to understand the basic principles of both defense and attack.
In Attack:
 Creating and exploiting space for each other
 Off the ball movement (creating space for myself AND team mates)
In Defense:
 Working together to resist time and space and prevent scoring opportunities
Speed
ABC’s
Speed development should be included in ball activities and
ABC movement activities will focus on turning and
revision work – 6-9 second bursts of 100% effort.
developing especially off weak side and foot/hand.
Suppleness
Acceleration and deceleration focus.
Full dynamic warm ups and dynamic stretching should be
Strength
included at this age which focus on full muscle range. Warm
Introduction of core stability work in warm up (i.e.
downs can start to hold stretches for 10-15 seconds.
glute bridge, clams etc.), squatting technique and
Endurance
development. Light medicine ball work focusing on
Begin developing endurance through high intensity activities
technique, introduction of partner resistance activities.
and game play – this will be achieved through 4v4 - 8v8
games, especially in games with four goals
 Communication skills to team mates
 Goal setting for self and team mates – identifying strengths and weaknesses and working on areas for development.
 Respect and fair play – for self, for team mates, for opposition and for officials
 Putting in effort – acceptance that effort outweighs performance at this stage
 Hydration and fueling for training & competition (what to eat pre and post match)
 Developing healthy eating habits for sport and life
 Importance of warm down and doing core programme at home
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Coaching U12
Coaching Style

Coaching
thorough
Games

Coaching Tips
At U12

 Focus is on providing constant feedback, creating a ‘Mastery Climate’ developing self-efficacy & intrinsic
motivation. Also recognition of cognitive and emotional development is important here.
 Coaching emphasis of success is on effort and individual improvement rather than success through
winning, instilling in players a ‘Growth Mindset’.
 Remember you are developing people as well as players, so build values & character also!
 Coaching style is direct (or practice style) for skill explanation but working towards guided discovery
when using the games approach (whole-part-whole) to develop better game vision/awareness.
 A whole-part-whole approach should be adopted at all times (*outlined in Appendix 2.).
 Again small-sided (& conditioned) training games with two goals at each end where possible to
encourage the use of both sides aiding bilateral skill development.
 Use games of 5v5 up to a maximum of 11v11, really preparing here for 15-a-side where intensity, pace &
fitness begin to build.
Equipment
 Contact Club GDO or Club Equipment Officer to order equipment:
o Try have at least one ball per two so each player gets sufficient ball time (Smart Touch Balls)
o Hurl, Helmet, Soft Cones, Bibs, water bottles, ladders etc.
Within Training
 Be enthusiastic & encouraging emphasising DEVELOPMENT more than results!
 Need to begin to increase the challenge of training skills, drills and games with a greater intensity required
to keep all players challenged. Note: This is the age that some of the players move from Primary School and
Secondary School. This change can bring new demands on the individual player and can result in lower or
non-attendance and availability at training and games. Coaches should be aware of this and work to
accommodate necessary changes to sustain participation.
 Converse with coaches at U12 level, swap idea’s, learn some tips, drills, games etc. that work
 After each training session reflect on the session with the group of coaches, identifying what worked well &
not so well, what requires attention, developing a plan for the next session/week
 Ensure every player leaves the training session with a smile on their face – easily achieved by finishing the
session with a fun game (with or without a ball)
 Be sure to develop character and good values, praise social skill development as well as playing ability
Beyond Training
 Organise events that will engage parents & coaches – to be inclusive plus build on communication
 Engage with parents; letting them know how season/sessions are going.
 Organise a fun event for your group of players every now and again not GAA related to keep variety







Training &
Competition
Logistics
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Coach: Player Ratio = 1:7 (minimum)
The single point of contact for your group looks after the logistics & group organisational role
2 training sessions per week = 1 Hurling & 1 Football (consider extending training time slightly as matches
become competitive)
Positional play and streaming of teams becomes increasingly more evident as matches are becoming
competitive. Teams are assigned to play different clubs at the same time so it is no longer possible to travel
as a single squad to the same venues. Coaches will need to establish mentor groups to support each team
as they travel to separate locations to fulfill fixtures. However, it is important to still maintain a single
squad approach if there is more than one team competing in different grading leagues and divisions.
Competition: All-County fixtures, alternating weeks for football & hurling. CCC1 (U11) & CCC2 (U12) fixes
games every week, check Dublin GAA/LGFA website for fixtures, also Club GDO will email fixtures to your
group contact weekly. Still plays Go Games rules.
Challenge Games: look up a Dublin Club Webpage, search for U12 Coach contact details & contact to
organise challenge game
Booking Pitch at Club: Book through Club GDO or Grounds Coordinator if not already assigned a pitch
Organisning a Referee: The home team is expected to organise referees for the games to be played. This is
facilitated by Referees Coordinator in Kilmacud Crokes for Beann Eadair, whose contact details are
available through the County Board website or on Kilmacud’s website. (€30 - €15 from each team at U11 &
€40 - €20 each at U12). For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact referee to
confirm game. If unavailable check ref list on website for alternative (€10 each at U11, €15 each at U12)
If no referee available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the
game. Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
Game Day Logistics: Contact parents, let them know game time, location, meeting point & meeting time,
plus have parents REPLY TO CONFIRM child’s attendance!
o Ensure pitch & referee is booked (home game), also pay referee (€10/€15/€20 from each team)
o Set up pitch on morning of game to correct dimensions (home game)
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Ball at Pace
U14

Stage
Age Group
nd

Focus

Player
Characteristics

Endurance/stamina and speed endurance (2 key speed phase) are the primary focus along with increasing strength
development, although consideration should be given to those going through maturation. Skill refinement phase with
emphasis on passing/kicking for distance, at pace and under pressure predominantly in a game environment (small
sided, conditioned, full sided). Build the basic components of team play into simple tactical match/game concepts.






Physical appearance does not always match mental maturity and there will be wide variance of both within groups
Becomes more independent developing their own individuality
Most have improved co-ordination (including hand to eye) - ideal age for refining skills as has more control over movement
Will often compare themselves with others so important coaches need to ensure they can still experience success
Some will become motivated to be involved and highly competitive and thus needs careful control and consistency
 Will start into growth spurts (especially girls) which may result in clumsiness

Football

Technical
Proficiency

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Catching at high speed and under pressure (reach,
high & body)
 Bilateral hand/fist pass at pace, for distance & under
pressure
 Breaking ball skills
Kicking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Bilateral kick pass at pace & under pressure
 Bilateral scoring at distance & under pressure
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Change of pace to maximum pace on the ball
 Multi-directional movements at maximum pace (on
& off the ball)
Dispossession
 Side to side charge
 Interceptions



Technical
Review
Tactical
Prowess

Physical Fitness

Psychological
Focus
Health &
Performance
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Ensure pressurised, game pace/like situations,
intensity begins to build here

Hurling
Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Hand passing at speed & under pressure
 Hand pass off hurl
 High & chest catch under pressure
 First touch control into hand at speed & under pressure
 Breaking ball skills
Striking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Striking for distance & under pressure
 Strike over shoulder
 Overhead flick
 Shooting for scores at distance & under pressure
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Solo ball at pace
 Tap on and move
 Multi-directional movements at maximum pace (on &
off the ball)
Dispossession
 Interceptions
 Ground tussle
 Hurl flick at pace


Ensure pressurised, game pace/like situations,
intensity begins to build here

 Review ALL bilateral ball skills from previous stages (all at pace):
o F: Hand/fist pass, kick/hook pass, solo, shooting, near hand tackle, block down, interceptions, free taking
o H: Lifting, first touch, hand/switch pass, striking, solo, shooting (all at pace), blocking, hooking, free taking
o Ball feinting, side stepping & pass/solo
 Refine the basic skills but in match like situations (under pressure)
Focus on drawing the previous tactical components in a team context, building the basic components of team play into games.
 Systems of Play (support play, introduction to principles of width & depth in attack and defence)
 Man to man defence / Defending in numbers
 Kick out strategies (attack & defence)
 Developing communication habits
Speed & Agility
Strength
Multi directional focus with emphasis on agility and good
Ongoing leg and resistance work (slightly more advanced)
footwork and movement patterns. Can use ladder work to
Body resistance work such as planks, side planks etc. Can
nd
enhance the speed (2 key speed dev. phase*) of footwork.
include very low-level plyometrics such as mini hurdles or tuck
Inclusion of activities from ground upwards here (i.e. from
jumps if competent to do so.
lying/rolling on ground and getting up and sprinting)
Suppleness
Endurance & Speed Endurance
Make dynamic exercises more complex and in relation to
Specific endurance and speed endurance activities should
technical work undertaken. All warm ups and stretching pre
be included, ideally within the context of the game play and
exercise to be dynamic with more static flexibility work
technical exercises. Key phase to optimise
emphasised post exercise (15 sec holds). Can introduce
stamina/endurance and speed endurance developed using
partner stretching and home stretching exercises.
ball/sliotar. Really beginning to push fitness levels here.
 Fair play and RESPECT for officials
 Goal setting with individuals and teams and empowerment of players within this decision making
 Concentration skills especially when fatigued
 Decision making under pressure
 Being able to take feedback from coach/manager
 What foods to eat and when (for training and competition)
 Importance of adaptation (recovery) – recovery sessions (pool / cycling / feet up)
 Understanding of supplementation – how quality diet outweighs supplements
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Coaching U14
Coaching Style

Coaching
thorough
Games

Coaching Tips
At U14

 Important to create a ‘Mastery Climate’ while developing a ‘Growth Mindset’ in players – effort and
improvements creates success above winning. Keep in mind to develop good character (discipline, respect,
coping with loss etc.)
 Coaching style is guided discovery reflecting the games approach (whole-part-whole)–sport specificity &
replication!
 Using small-sided games progressing to full sided (7v7 up to 15v5).
 Using whole-part-whole and the idea of conditioning games to bring about the use of certain skills & tactics
needing work or attention (*outlined in Appendix 2.).
 Intensity, pace and pressure must be injected into all game situations.
 Using small-sided games & game specific scenarios to develop fitness on the ball.
Equipment
 Contact Club GDO or Club Equipment Officer to order equipment:
o Footballs, Sliotars (ideally 1 per 2)
o Hurley & helmet (each child should have own)
o Soft Cones, Bibs, Water bottles
o Possibly – hurdles, ladders, poles etc.
Within Training
 Be enthusiastic & encouraging emphasising DEVELOPMENT more than results!
 Players in this age group are more independent and challenging to their mentors. It is useful to engage
other coaches from within the club to take “guest” sessions through the season to freshen things up.
 Given the full pitch size, 30 minutes a side and the increased physicality in games training needs to be
tweaked to build stamina and strength as well as game playing skills. Moderate anaerobic and strength
training through ball work should be introduced to develop stamina.
 Converse with coaches at U16 level, swap idea’s, learn some tips, drills, games etc. that work
 After each training session reflect on the session with the group of coaches, identifying what worked well &
not so well, what requires attention, developing a plan for the next session/week
 Be sure to develop character and good values, praise social skill development as well as playing ability
 Training intensity should be building, encourage this in game based situations – replicate match pace!
Beyond Training
 Organise events that will engage parents & coaches – to be inclusive plus build on communication
 Engage with parents; letting them know how season/sessions are going.
 Organise a fun event for your group of players every now and again not GAA related to keep variety









Training &
Competition
Logistics
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Coach: Player Ratio = 1:8 (minimum)
The single point of contact for your group looks after the logistics & group organisational role
2 training sessions per week minimum = 1 Hurling & 1 Football.
Competition: Standard Competitive Game, alternating weeks for football & hurling. CCC2 fixes games every
week, check Dublin GAA/LGFA website for fixtures, also Club GDO will email fixtures to your group contact
weekly. U14 is the age group concerned with the Feile Competition.
Challenge Games: look up a Dublin Club Webpage, search for U14 Coach contact details & contact to
organise challenge game
Booking Pitch at Club: Book through Club GDO or Grounds Coordinator if not already assigned a pitch
Organisning a Referee: The home team is expected to organise referees for the games to be played. This is
facilitated by Referees Coordinator in Kilmacud Crokes for Beann Eadair, whose contact details are
available through the County Board website or on Kilmacud’s website. (€40 - €20 from each team). For
LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to confirm game. If
unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative.
If no referee available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the
game. Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
Games Format:
o 15-a-side (5 subs per game) with 2 x 30 minutes game duration, but can fulfill a fixture with
minimum of 12v12. Full pitch dimensions with team lineout as 1-3-3-2-3-3
o Size 4 Footballs/Sliotars & Standard Hurleys
o Football – Standard game rules apply. *Must get toe/foot underneath ball for pick up (not required
for girls). Hurling – Standard game rules apply. Kick/Puckouts are from the hand from 14 yard line
Game Day Logistics: Contact parents, let them know game time, location, meeting point & meeting time,
plus have parents REPLY TO CONFIRM child/youth’s attendance!
o Ensure pitch & referee is booked (home game), also pay referee (€20 from each team)
o If pitch is unplayable, must be played in opponents venue otherwise home team forfeits points.
o Home team responsible for making contact with opponents if pitch is unplayable
o Set up pitch on morning of game to correct dimensions (home game), fill in team sheets
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Positional Understanding
U16

Stage
Age Group
Focus

Player
Characteristics

The primary focus here is on further developing endurance/stamina and strength (preparation to start weight
training) including upper body with further development of speed endurance. Technical work becomes more
role specific here where players begin to identify and use previously acquired skills, which allow them to excel in
a particular playing position. Focus on linking units (attack and defense) through whole team principles of play
with the introduction of basic team tactical concepts. Continue to advance skill development under pressure.
 Although maturation usually complete, appearance usually does not match maturity
 These youth players are not yet adults so should not be subjected to adult style training programmes
 Growth spurts are still ongoing and when rapid growth occurs it may affect co-ordination and balance and
coaches should be mindful of this. Strength exercises should be limited during these periods
 This age group experience hormonal changes and imbalances which result in youths being moody and at
times irrational in their behaviour
 Players start to have other pressures at this stage including academic, social and family which may impact on
their emotional state and behaviours

Football

Technical
Proficiency

Technical
Review
Tactical
Prowess

Physical Fitness

Psychological
Focus

Health &
Performance
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Hurling

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Overhead tap on
 Assisted chip lift to receiver
 Pass & receive at pace
Kicking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Kicking for possession / diagonal ball
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Breaking the tackle
Dispossession
 Hand off
 Diving block

Handling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Overhead tap on/ flick to receiver
 Overhead block to feet
 Overhead kill (ball falls into body)
 Pass and receive at pace
Striking (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Striking for possession / diagonal ball
Travelling (Bilateral – LEFT & RIGHT)
 Breaking the tackle
Dispossession
 Hand off
 Diving block
 Ensure PRESSURISED, game pace/like
 Ensure PRESSURISED, game pace/like
situations, begin to maximise intensity here
situations, begin to maximise intensity here
 Review ALL bilateral ball skills from previous stages. Begin to develop skills at increased distance and angle:
o F & H: Winning breaking balls, free taking, scoring from distance, bilateral skills at pace, tackling, blocking
o Ball feinting, side stepping & pass/solo
Link units (attack & defence) through whole team principles of play. Introduction of basic team tactical concepts.
 Principles of play in attack & defence (linking the two)
 Attacking/Defensive responsibilities in transitional play and counterattack
 Creating width, depth and penetration
 Communication
Speed & Agility
Suppleness
Ongoing functional and multidirectional speed work to
Ongoing flexibility, which at this stage should be
be incorporated with other functional movement
incorporated within daily routines and individualised
activities (i.e. stop, balance, roll over, lie down). Speed
to address specific player weaknesses. All team
work to be linked to lower body strengthening work
training sessions should prioritise a period for
Strength
effective flexibility warm up/down stretching.
Strength programmes should be specific to individual
Endurance
development. Upper body strengthening can be
Players should follow a well structured endurance and
incorporated using own body weight and some
speed endurance training programme which is
medicine ball (weight) training. Lower body
progressive in nature moving from individual fitness
strengthening can move to low level plyometrics as
components to high intensity exercises and small
long as the players has moved through all previous
sided games (3v1) – 100% effort.
strengthening aspects.
 Lifestyle and time management – maximising academic and sporting performance
 Two way communication with coach/manager and team players – giving as well as receiving feedback and positive
on pitch communication
 Dealing with distractions – distraction control in game
 Handling competitions – pre-competition preparation, what ifs, dealing with success and failure
 Understanding how physical changes may affect them and impact their playing abilities
 Drug and anti doping awareness – impact of drugs on health and lifestyle
 Mental health awareness – impact of sport on wellbeing
 Employ post match recovery and understand the importance of rest and monitoring
 Being a supportive team player and not accept any form of bullying within the team context, team building
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Coaching U16
Coaching Style
Coaching
thorough
Games

Coaching Tips
At U16

 Important to create a ‘Mastery Climate’ while developing a ‘Growth Mindset’ in players – effort and
improvements creates success above winning. Keep in mind to develop good character (discipline,
respect, coping with loss etc.)
 Coaching style is guided discovery/problem solving reflecting the games approach (whole-part-whole) –
sport specificity & replication i.e. pressurised, game pace situations!
 Using small sided and conditioned games to further develop skills in pressurised environments e.g. give
and go, 4 second rule, 2 passes etc.
 Use games to understand individual roles/positions on the pitch and linking with whole team unit play.
Equipment
 Contact Club GDO or Club Equipment Officer to order equipment:
o Footballs, Sliotars (ideally 1 per 2)
o Hurl & helmet (each child should have own)
o Soft Cones, Bibs, Water bottles
o Possibly – hurdles, ladders, poles etc.
Within Training
 Keep groups low when doing skills so as players are not waiting too long in line for their turn
 Be enthusiastic & encouraging emphasising DEVELOPMENT and effort more than results!
 After each training session reflect on the session with the group of coaches, identifying what worked
well & not so well, what requires attention, developing a plan for the next session/week
 Ensure every player leaves the training session with a smile on their face – easily achieved by finishing
the session with a fun game (with or without a ball)
 Encourage effort, building success through effort and training – no longer kids, intensity should be
high at this age group
 Using game situations to build on pressurised skill development and game decision making, ensure
these game situations are fast paced, keeping with the tempo of a game
 Be sure to develop character and good values, praise social skill development as well as playing ability
Beyond Training
 Organise events that will engage parents & coaches – to be inclusive plus build on communication
 Engage with parents; letting them know how season/sessions are going.
 Organise a fun event for your group of players every now and again not GAA related to keep variety








Training &
Competition
Logistics
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Coach: Player Ratio = 1:8 (minimum)
The single point of contact for your group looks after the logistics & group organisational role
2 training sessions per week minimum = 1 Hurling & 1 Football
Competition: Standard Game, alternating weeks for football & hurling. CCC2 fixes games every week,
check Dublin GAA/LGFA website for fixtures, also Club GDO will email fixtures to your group contact w
Challenge Games: look up a Dublin Club Webpage, search for U16 Coach contact details & contact to
organise challenge game
Booking Pitch at Club: Book through Club GDO or Grounds Coordinator if not already assigned a pitch
Organisning a Referee: Referee is allocated to game on Dublin GAA (CCC2)/LGFA website, contact this
referee to confirm game time and location. Contact details should be on website referee list. If
unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative one. (€40 - €20 from each team). For
LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to confirm game. If
unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative.
Games Format:
o 15-a-side (5 subs per game) with 2 x 30 minutes game duration
o Full pitch dimensions with team lineout as 1-3-3-2-3-3
o Size 5 Footballs/Sliotars & Standard Hurleys (Size 4 for girls)
o Standard game rules apply. *Must get toe/foot underneath ball for pick up (boys)
o Kickouts are taken from the ground (from the hands - girls)
Game Day Logistics: Contact parents, let them know game time, location, meeting point & meeting
time, plus have parents REPLY TO CONFIRM child/youth’s attendance!
o Ensure pitch & referee is booked (home game), also pay referee (€20 from each team)
o If pitch is unplayable, game played in opponent’s venue otherwise home team forfeits points.
o Home team responsible for making contact with opponents if pitch is unplayable
o Set up pitch on morning of game to correct dimensions (home game)
o Organise players into separate teams allocating at least one mentor/team (fill in team sheets)
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CGF GAA Skills Checklist
Phase

U6

By the end of each stage players should be able to perform the following technical (football/hurling),
tactical and physical skills competently and off both hands and feet (Bilaterally – LEFT & RIGHT).
Football
Perform basic ball skills:
o Scoop pick up
o Throwing
o Catching (body & high)
o Bouncing
o **Hand passing
o Ground kicking
o **Punt kicking
o **Stationary Solo

** Only begin to introduce &
develop these skills if competent
& confident in all other FMS
leading to this!

U8

U10
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Hurling
Perform basic ball skills while
holding hurl the correct way:
o
Know grip, ready, lock
positions
o
Throwing
o
Catching
o
Ground striking
o
Dribbling
o
Ground Stop
o
**Hand passing
o
**Stationary air strike

Tactical
 Understand basic target, court
and invasion games
 Recognise and move into space
Physical
 Perform all Fundamental
Movement Skills:
o Agility, Balance,
Coordination
o Running, Jumping, Hopping,
Skipping
o Dodging, Side Stepping etc.

** Only begin to introduce & develop
these skills if competent & confident
in all other FMS leading to this!

Football
Perform ball skills in motion
(left & right):
o Crouch lift
o Catching (low, body &
high)
o Hand/Fist passing
o Punt kicking
o Solo (minimum =
stationary)

Hurling
Perform ball skills in motion (left
& right):
o
Ground striking
o
Hook a ground strike
o
Jab & roll lifting
o
Catching (body & high)
o
Ground dribbling
o
Ground & frontal block
o
Ground clash
o
Hand passing (left &
right)
o
Strike from hand
(minimum = stationary)
o
Ball Balance on hurl

Tactical
 Creating space to pass or receive
(side step, dodge, feint)

Football
Perform bilateral ball skills on
move (left & right):
o Crouch lift
o Catching (low, body &
high)
o Hand/Fist passing
o Punt & hook kicking
o Solo
o Shooting
o Shadowing/Marking
o Block Down

Hurling
Perform bilateral ball skills on
move (left & right):
o
Ground striking & clash
o
Ground dribbling
o
Ground & frontal block
o
Jab & roll lifting
o
One hand catching
(body & overhead)
o
Bat ball
o
Hand passing
o
Strike from hand
o
Solo
o
First touch
o
Hooking

Tactical
 Creating space & decision making
– when to pass/carry/shoot
 Introduce defending:
o Marking
o Dispossession
o Intercepting

Physical
 Further Fundamental Movement
Skills development:
o Agility, Balance,
Coordination
o Running, Jumping,
o Hopping, Skipping
o Dodging, Side Stepping
* Speed
* Suppleness/flexibility

Physical
 Further FMS development (ABC’s
& RJT’s)
 Focus on developing:
* Agility
* Speed
* Suppleness/flexibility
* Introduce lower body
strength
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U12

U14

U16
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Football
Perform bilateral ball skills at
pace (left & right):
o Crouch & chip lift
o Catching (low, body &
high)
o Hand/Fist passing
o Punt & hook kicking
o Kick with outside of
foot
o Shooting
o Free/penalty kicking
o Solo
o Roll off opponent
o Near hand tackle
o Frontal tackle
o Block down

Hurling
Perform bilateral ball skills at pace
(left & right):
o
Ground striking & clash
o
Ground dribbling
o
Ground & frontal block
o
Jab & roll lifting
o
One hand catching
o
Low catching
o
Bat ball
o
Hand passing
o
Switch passing
o
Strike from hand
o
Strike off hurl
o
Double on ball in air
o
First touch
o
Hooking
o
Solo
o
Shooting
o
Hurl flick
o
Roll of opponent
o
Free/penalty taking

Football
Perform all of the above (U12)
bilateral ball skills for distance,
at pace and under pressure
(left & right) plus the following:
o Breaking ball skills
o Side to side charge
o Interceptions
o Multi-directional
movements at
maximum pace (on &
off the ball)

Hurling
Perform all of the above (U12)
bilateral ball skills for distance, at
pace and under pressure (left &
right) plus the following:
o
Hand pass off the hurl
o
First touch control into
hand at speed & under
pressure
o
Breaking ball skills
o
Strike over shoulder
o
Overhead Flick
o
Tap on/hurl flick
o
Interceptions
o
Ground tussle
o
Multi-directional
movements at maximum
pace (on & off the ball)

Football
Perform all of the above (U12
& U14) bilateral ball skills for
distance, at pace and under
pressure (left & right) plus the
following:
o Overhead tap on
o Assisted chip lift to
receiver
o Pass & receive at pace
(give and go)
o Diagonal/cross field kick
pass
o Breaking the tackle
o Diving block
o Hand off

Hurling
Perform all of the above (U12 &
U14) bilateral ball skills for
distance, at pace and under
pressure (left & right) plus the
following:
o Overhead tap on/flick to
receiver
o Overhead block to feet
o Overhead kill (ball fall into
body
o Pass & receive at pace
(give & go)
o Striking diagonal/cross
field ball
o Breaking the tackle
o Diving block
o Hand off



Tactical
Understanding basic principles of
attack and defense
o Creating & exploiting space
o Off the ball movement
o Resisting time and space for
opponent in defense

Physical
 FMS competency (ABC’s & RJT’s)
 Focus on developing:
* Endurance
* Strength – lower body plus
intro to core (warm ups)

Tactical
Drawing previous tactical
components into team context:
o Keeping possession
o Support play, introduction to
principles of width & depth in
attack and defence
o Man to man defence /
Defending in numbers
o Developing Communication
habits
Physical
 FMS competency (ABC’s & RJT’s)
 Focus on developing:
* Endurance/Stamina –
building fitness
* Speed Endurance
* Agility
* Strength – can start to
introduce very low levels of
plyometrics (explosiveness)
Tactical
 Linking units, both attack and
defense through whole team
principles of play. Introduce basic
team tactical concepts:
o Attacking/Defensive
responsibilities
o Creating width, depth and
penetration
o Communication


Physical
 FMS competency (ABC’s & RJT’s)
 Focus on developing:
* Endurance/Stamina –
maximising fitness
* Speed Endurance
* Strength –upper, lower &
plyometrics (explosiveness)
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COMPETITION STRUCTURES:
Stage
U6
&
U7

U8/
U9/
U10

Competition






















U11





U12











U13/
U14/
U15/
U16
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No organised competition
If advanced enough can organise challenge games, more so towards end of stage
Games take the Go Games Format
Organised competition begins in January
Expected to play full Go Games Rules
CCC1 fixes competitions, alternating weeks for Football & Hurling
These fixtures are emailed to Club GDO every week on Monday at lunch time who circulates these out to team mentors
Alternatively look up fixtures on website - http://www.hill16.ie
The competition is organised on regional and number of teams basis e.g. Dublin South, 2 teams. The fixtures are
scheduled so that clubs play other clubs with the same number of teams. The number of teams available will determine
the number of games in the fixture. For example, if both clubs have 2 teams, then each team will play both of the teams
in the opposition so the full fixture will be made up of 4 different games.
Coaches agree in advance of the start of the games as to whether there is any streaming at this level. Generally speaking
it is not advisable to stream at this age group.
Players should be rotated through all field positions during the game to provide experience across the park.
Fixture results are determined by the overall aggregate score of the fixture e.g. If Clanna Gael had two teams playing
Kilmacud Crokes at this level and the score in game 1 was 3-06 to 2-02 and the score in game 2 was 1-05 to 2-08, Clan
would win the fixture on an aggregate score of 37 points to 34 points (based on awarding 3 points for an actual point and
1 point for a goal).
Expected to play full Go Games Rules
CCC1 fixes competitions, alternating weeks for Football & Hurling
These fixtures are emailed to Club GDO every week on Monday at lunch time who circulates these out to team mentors
Alternatively look up fixtures on website - http://www.hill16.ie
At the start of the season the Coaches are asked to self-grade their teams in both hurling and football. Coaches are asked
to state what percentile (i.e. 0-20%, 20-40% etc.) they believe that each of their streamed teams can compete at. These
grading’s are used to assign the teams to Grading Leagues for the purposes of determining which division each team will
compete in, both in football and hurling. It is important that the Coach properly grades each team as errors at this stage
will mean that the team will either be too strong for their competitor clubs and it serves no development purpose for the
team.
The Grading Leagues consist of 4-5 fixtures and are played off over a 2-3 month period. The results of the fixtures are
used to assign teams into Grading Leagues, in both football and hurling. Results are text back to the County Board
through the Sportsmanager text service. NOTE: It is important to check that results are recorded and checked on the
County Board website regularly to ensure that there are no errors.
The final standings in the Grading Leagues determine which divisions the football and hurling teams will compete in. The
County Board requests attendance at CCC1 meeting in Parnell Park to finalise divisional assignment and schedule the start
of the leagues. This is the last time that the Coach can request a change of division, up or down, before competition
starts. CCC1 will only sanction a change if there is a team willing to move in the opposite direction.
League fixtures are scheduled from this point on and the Sportsmanager text service is used to notify of the fixture and
post results.
NOTE: It is important to realise that the Grading Leagues are an important mechanism for positioning the teams in the
correct division in their hurling and football leagues. There is no benefit to loading or reducing a team to “fix” the final
standing of a team as this will ultimately result in that team being unchallenged (too strong) or non-competitive (too
weak) and result in player disillusion. Players will develop and enjoy playing more if they are competing against players of
similar capabilities.
Organised competition begins in January.
Expected to play full Go Games Rules
CCC2 fixes competitions, alternating weeks for Football & Hurling
These fixtures are emailed to Club GDO every week who circulates these out to team mentors
Alternatively look up fixtures on website - http://www.hill16.ie
The host team is responsible for texting the result to the Sportsmanager service on completion of the scheduled fixture.
The County Board will request that one of the mentor’s is set up as the results Coordinator for the team and he/she will
receive text notification in advance of the matches which are used as a template to submit the score.
Teams are involved in competitive league fixtures throughout the year. The Dublin County Board schedules all games.
The host team is responsible for texting the result to the Sportsmanager service on completion of the scheduled fixture.
The County Board will request that one of the mentor’s is set up as the results Coordinator for the team and he/she will
receive text notification in advance of the matches which are used as a template to submit the score.
U14 is the age group that supports the Feile competitions. These are weekend-long football and hurling competitions
made up of four team round robin qualifier leagues and semi-final playoffs on Saturday, followed by the Feile finals in
Parnell Park on Sunday.
Teams are put in groups based on their league division, with two clubs hosting the qualifiers. These are a great social
occasion for all participants and the host clubs provide great support for their own team and visitors alike.
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RECOMMENDED FOOTBALL RULES
ITEM
1. Team sizes/
Participation

2. Pitch
Dimensions
3. Zones

4. Duration
5. Goalposts

6. Ball Size
7. Commence

8. Outfield Play

9. Goalkeeper
10. Frees /
‘45’s /
Sideline –
‘Nearest
Player’

11. Scoring

12. Other
13. Referee
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UNDER 7 & 8
Maximum 7-a-side. (Mixed ability - no streaming)

UNDER 9 & 10
Maximum 9-a-side. (Team’s streamed according to ability)

A club/school/community team with 10 or more players
should make two or more teams to play in games, where
possible.
Where a club/school/community team with 9 players or
less, then each sub should play a minimum of a full half
in each game.

A club/school/community team with 14 players or more
players should make two or more teams to play in games,
where possible.
Where club/school/community team has 13 players or less,
then each sub should play a minimum of a full half in each
game.

Players line out as 1 goalkeeper, 2 defenders. 2
midfielders and 2 attackers. Players rotate positions
after each half
45m x 30m
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
2 Zones – marked at halfway. Players remain in zone
assigned; all players rotate positions after each half.

Players line out as 1 goalkeeper, 3 defenders. 2 midfielders
and 3 attackers. Players rotate positions after each half

2 x 10 minutes (At least 2 games per occasion)
Well secured goalposts; 10ft x 6ft / 3m x 1.8m (these are
marked with green tape in the storage area)
Training Poles or cones are optional.
Size 1 – First Touch
With a throw up in the centre
All other players must stand 10m away each side when
taken.
LGFA: Throw in from centre & throw in at centre after
score
Full rules except;
Restricted Solo; one hop & one toe-tap
Pick up: ball may be lifted off the ground provided the
player involved is on his/her feet
LGFA: 2 skills per possession (1 hop, 1 solo in any order
or 2 solos’s)
Restart play with a throw up in centre after a score.
Kickout from hands or ground at 10m line after a wide.
The player who is fouled takes the free & all frees are
taken from the hand, directly opposite the goal
All opposing players should be at least 8m from player
taking.
Frees should be no closer than 10m from goals (no
penalties)
Nearest Player
Frees: Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; When a team plays the ball over its own end line,
opponents are awarded a free from the hand from the
20m line directly opposite the goal.
LGFA: No 45’s
3 point for over crossbar and 1 point for goal.

65m x 40m
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
2 Zones – marked at halfway. Players remain in zone assigned;
all players rotate positions after each half.
U10: No zones
2 x 20 minutes
Well secured goalposts; 10ft x 6ft / 3m x 1.8m (these are
marked with green tape in the storage area)
Training Poles are optional.
Size 2 – Quick Touch
(LGFA U9 = First Touch)
With a throw up in the centre
The player may advance 10m for kick out
All other players must stand 10m away each side when taken.
LGFA: Throw in from centre & throw in at centre after score
Full rules except:
Restricted Solo; one hop & one toe-tap
Crouch lift: ball must be lifted off the ground using the toe
(boys only)
LGFA: 2 skills per possession (1 hop, 1 solo in any order or 2
solos’s)
Restart play with kick out from hands or on ground from 10m
line
All taken from the hand, from where foul occurs
All opposing players should be at least 10m from player taking.
Free kicks should be no closer than 13m from goals (no
penalties)
Nearest Player
Frees; Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; When a team plays the ball over its own end line,
opponents are awarded a free from the hand from 32m out
from where the ball crosses the line.
LGFA: No 45’s

3 points for over crossbar and 1 point for goal.
Skill point for 2 handed block down (U9), overhead catch – ball
must travel a minimum of 10m (U10) – (boys only)
Shoulder charge is not permitted but incidental contact
Shoulder charge is not permitted but incidental contact is
is permitted.
permitted.
The home team is expected to organise referees for the games to be played. This is facilitated by Beann Eadair’s Referees
Coordinator and the Games Development Officer (Claire Ryan).
Referees are paid €10 each by each team for their presence. These monies can be reclaimed from the club at the end of a
term e.g. at Summer or Christmas breaks, therefore important to keep a record of this.
If no referee was available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the game.
Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to confirm game. If unavailable check
referee list on website to organise alternative.
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ITEM
1. Team sizes/
Participation

UNDER 11
Maximum 11-a-side (minimum 9-a-side)

UNDER 12
Maximum 13-a-side (minimum 11-a-side)

Team’s streamed according to ability

Team’s streamed according to ability

A club /school/community team with 16 or more players
should make two or more teams to play in games, where
possible.
Where a club/school/community team has 17 players or
less, then each sub should play a minimum of a full half
in each game.

Unlimited substitutions may be made.
Every player to play a minimum of 10min per game.

Players line out as 1 goalkeeper, 4 defenders. 2
midfielders and 4 attackers.
2. Pitch
Dimensions
3. Zones
4. Duration
5. Goalposts

90-100m x 40-50m or 20m line to 20m line
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
None
2 x 25 minutes
15ft x 7 ft. / 4.5m x 2.2m (these are marked with yellow
tape in the storage area)

90-100m x 40-50m or 20m line to 20m line
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
None
2 x 25 minutes
15ft x 7 ft. / 4.5m x 2.2m (these are marked with
yellow tape in the storage area)

6. Ball Size
7. Commence
8. Outfield Play

Size 3 – Smart Touch
With thrown up in the centre.
Full rules except:
Restricted Solo; one hop & one solo (or 2 solos)
The ball must be lifted off the ground using the toe
(Boys)

Size 3 – Smart Touch
With thrown up in the centre
Kick outs can be taken from the hand or off the
ground
Solo: Can only carry for 4 movements (4 solo’s or 2
hops & 2 solos or 2 solos, 1 hop, 1 solo etc.) before
moving ball on
Any movement variation but NOT 2 hops
consecutively
LGFA: 2 skills per possession (1 hop, 1 solo in any
order or 2 solos’s)
Ball can be picked off the ground
A player who is fouled to take the free from her
hands
Goalkeeper may advance 10m for a kickout.
LGFA: Goal keeper may advance 13m for a kickout
If a free is conceded via an aggressive foul within 13m
of the goal a penalty is awarded taken 11m from goal
A “square ball” will be called by referees at this age
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; Taken from 40m out in line with where the ball
went out of play
LGFA: 45’s to be taken from 40m out and from the
hand
Player who is fouled must take the free from her
hands

LGFA: 2 skills per possession (1 hop, 1 solo in any order
or 2 solos’s)
Ball can be picked off the ground
A player who is fouled to take the free from her hands

9. Goalkeeper
10. Frees /
‘45’s /
Sideline –
‘Nearest
Player’

11. Scoring

12. Other

13. Referee
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Goalkeeper may advance 10m for a kickout.
LGFA: Goal keeper may advance 13m for a kickout
All taken from the hand.
All opposing players should be at least 10m from player
taking.
Frees should be no closer than 13m from goal (no
penalties)
A “square ball” will not be called by referees at this age
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; Taken from 40m out in line with where the ball
went out of play
LGFA: 45’s to be taken from 40m out and from the hand
Player who is fouled must take the free from her hands
1 point for over crossbar and 3 points for goal as
standard.
LGFA: 3 point for over crossbar and 1 point for goal.
Shoulder charge is permitted as standard.
No rectangle rules apply.

1 point for over crossbar and 3 points for goal as
standard.
Shoulder charge is permitted as standard.
No rectangle rules apply.

As the fixtures are competitive it is necessary to have neutral referees. The home team is expected to organise
referees for the games to be played. This is facilitated by Referees Coordinator in Kilmacud Crokes for Beann
Eadair, whose contact details are available through the County Board website or on Kilmacud’s website.
If no referee was available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the
game. Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
Referees are paid €15 (U11) or €20 (U12) each by each team for their presence. These monies can be reclaimed
from the club at the end of a term e.g. at Summer /Christmas breaks, therefore important to keep a record of this.
For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to confirm game. If
unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative.
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RECOMMENDED HURLING RULES
ITEM
1. Team sizes/
Participation

UNDER 7 & 8
Maximum 7-a-side. (Mixed ability - no streaming)

UNDER 9 & 10
Maximum 9-a-side. (Team’s streamed according to ability)

A club/school/community team with 10 or more players
should make two or more teams to play in games, where
possible.
Where a club/school/community team with 9 players or
less, then each sub should play a minimum of a full half
in each game.
Players line out as 1 goalkeeper, 2 defenders. 2
midfielders and 2 attackers. Players rotate positions
after each quarter

A club/school/community team with 14 players or more
players should make two or more teams to play in games,
where possible.
Where club/school/community team has 13 players or less,
then each sub should play a minimum of a full half in each
game.
Players line out as 1 goalkeeper, 3 defenders. 2 midfielders
and 3 attackers. Players rotate positions after each quarter

45m x 30m
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
2 Zones – marked at halfway. Players remain in zone
assigned; all players rotate positions after each half.
CAMOGIE: 3 Zones
2 x 10 minutes (boys) (At least 2 games per occasion)
& 2 x 7 minutes (girls)
Well secured goalposts; 10ft x 6ft / 3m x 1.8m (these are
marked with green tape in the storage area)

65m x 40m
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
2 Zones – marked at halfway. Players remain in zone assigned;
all players rotate positions after each half.
U10: No zones (boys only)
2 x 20 minutes (boys) & 2 x 10 minutes (girls)

Size 2 – Quick Touch (First Touch allowed by mutual
agreement)
With a throw in from the centre. Also throw in at centre
after a score.

Size 2 – Quick Touch

8. Outfield Play

All on the ground – only goalkeeper is allowed to lift &
strike
No kicking the sliotar but if the ball strikes the foot or leg
of a player this does not constitute a free.

9. Goalkeeper

Puck out taken from hand from 10m line after a wide.
Catch, or lift into the hand, take 4 steps and strike or
ground strike at all times.
No kicking the ball. May use leg to block/save.
No solo.
All taken off the ground, taken directly opposite the goal
All opposing players should be at least 8m from player
taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 10m from goals.
Nearest Player
Frees: Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; When a team plays the ball over its own end line,
opponents are awarded a free puck from the ground
from 20m out directly opposite the goal.

U9: Start game with ground hurling, 2nd 10 minutes of each
half players may lift ball into hand. Hand Passing is allowed.
U10: Players may lift the ball from the start, can take 4 steps,
tap or bounce the ball on the hurl, take another 4 steps before
playing ball away.
U9&10: Solo running with ball on hurley is not permitted
Players are allowed ONE kick of the ball, but no score kicked
CAMOGIE: Strike from hand both halves, no soloing U9 & U10
Restart with a puck out taken from hand from 10m line
Catch, or lift into the hand, take 4 steps and strike or ground
strike at all times.
No kicking the ball. May use leg to block/save.
One hop of ball on hurley is permitted.
st
U9: Free puck to be taken off the ground (1 10 mins) and
nd
from the hand (2 10 mins) from where foul occurred.
U10: All free pucks shall be lift and strike from where foul
occurred
All opposing players should be at least 10m from player taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 20m from goal
Nearest Player
Frees; Player who is fouled or nearest fouled ball takes.
Sideline; Player nearest ball when crosses line takes.
‘45’s’; All are taken as a free puck (from hand) 32m out from
where the ball crossed the line
3 point for over crossbar and 1 point for goal.
Skill point for overhead catch ((U9) or hook (U10)
CAMOGIE: Overhead catch & lifting and striking in the air
Side to side charge is permitted

2. Pitch
Dimensions
3. Zones

4. Duration
5. Goalposts

6. Sliotar
7. Commence

10. Frees /
‘45’s /
Sideline –
‘Nearest
Player’

11. Scoring

12. Other
13. Referee
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Well secured goalposts; 10ft x 6ft / 3m x 1.8m (these are
marked with green tape in the storage area)

With a throw in from the centre.

3 point for over crossbar and 1 point for goal.
CAMOGIE: 3 points for over the crossbar, 3 points for
goal.
Shoulder charge is not permitted but incidental contact
is permitted.
The home team is expected to organise referees for the games to be played. This is facilitated by Beann Eadair’s Referees
Coordinator and the Games Development Officer (Claire Ryan).
Referees are paid €10 each by each team for their presence. These monies can be reclaimed from the club at the end of a
term e.g. at Summer or Christmas breaks, therefore important to keep a record of this.
If no referee was available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the game.
Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to confirm game. If unavailable check
referee list on website to organise alternative.
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ITEM
1. Team sizes/
Participation

UNDER 11
Maximum 11-a-side (minimum 9-a-side)

UNDER 12
Maximum 13-a-side (minimum 11-a-side)

Team’s streamed according to ability (no streaming
for camogie blitzes but streamed for mini leagues)

Team’s streamed according to ability
Unlimited substitutions may be made.

A club /school/community team with 16 or more
players should make two or more teams to play in
games, where possible.
Where a club/school/community team has 17 players
or less, then each sub should play a minimum of a full
half in each game.

Every player to play a minimum of 10min per game.

Players line out as 1 goalkeeper, 4 defenders. 2
midfielders and 4 attackers.

2. Pitch
Dimensions
3. Zones
4. Duration
5. Goalposts

6. Sliotar
7. Commence

8. Outfield Play

9. Goalkeeper

10. Frees /
‘65’s /
Sideline –
‘Nearest
Player’

11. Scoring
12. Other
13. Referee
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Coach encouraged to rotate positions at half time.
90-100m x 40-50m or 20m line to 20m line
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
None
2 x 25 minutes
15ft x 7 ft. / 4.5m x 2.2m (these are marked with
yellow tape in the storage area)

90-100m x 40-50m or 20m line to 20m line
Make pitch smaller, if appropriate.
None
2 x 25 minutes
15ft x 7 ft. / 4.5m x 2.2m (these are marked with yellow
tape in the storage area)

Size 3 – Smart Touch
With thrown in at centre.
All other players must stand 10m away from player
taking.
Full rules except:
A player on taking possession can take 4 steps, a max
of 8 steps Solo running, followed by 4 steps to play the
ball away (16 steps maximum from taking possession
to striking the sliotar)
Players are allowed ONE kick of the ball, but no score
kicked
CAMOGIE: Can take 4 steps, tap or bounce ball on
hurl, 4 steps again before having to play ball away
Puck out taken from hand from 10m line
Catch, or lift into the hand, take 4 steps and strike or
ground strike at all times.
May use leg to block/save.
Ball may be kicked once, but not in succession.
Frees & ‘65’s’ shall be lift and strike (Player who is
fouled or nearest fouled ball takes)
All opposing players should be at least 10m from
player taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 20m from goal
(no penalties)
‘65’s’; Taken from 50m out in line with where the ball
went out of play
A “square ball” will not be called by referees at this
age

Size 3 – Smart Touch
With thrown in at centre.
All other players must stand 10m away from player
taking.
Full rules except:
Players are allowed ONE kick of the ball, but no score
kicked

1 point for over crossbar and 3 points for goal as
standard.
Shoulder charge is permitted as standard.

1 point for over crossbar and 3 points for goal as
standard.
Shoulder charge is permitted as standard.

Puck out taken from hand from 10m line
Catch, or lift into the hand, take 4 steps and strike or
ground strike at all times.
May use leg to block/save.
Ball may be kicked once, but not in succession.
Frees & ‘65’s’ shall be lift and strike
All opposing players should be at least 10m from player
taking.
Free pucks should be no closer than 20m from goal (incl.
penalties)
‘65’s’; Taken from 50m out in line with where the ball
went out of play
A “square ball” will be called by referees at this age
If a free is conceded via an aggressive foul within 13m of
the goal a penalty is awarded

As the fixtures are competitive it is necessary to have neutral referees. The home team is expected to organise
referees for the games to be played. This is facilitated by Referees Coordinator in Kilmacud Crokes for Beann
Eadair, whose contact details are available through the County Board website or on Kilmacud’s website.
If no referee was available from the home club, the visiting team coach is offered the opportunity to referee the
game. Should they refuse the home team coach can organise a referee from within this group of parents.
Referees are paid €15 (U11) or €20 (U12) each by each team for their presence. These monies can be reclaimed
from the club at the end of a term e.g. at Summer or Christmas breaks, therefore important to keep a record of
this.
For LGFA, referee is allocated to game on Dublin LGFA website, contact this referee to confirm game. If
unavailable check referee list on website to organise alternative.
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U13/U14/U15/U16
RECOMMENDED PLAYING
FOOTBALL
Football Sizes:
U13/14 – Size 4
U15/16 – Size 5

HURLING
Sliotar Sizes:
U13/14/15 – Juvenile Size 4
U16 – Senior Size 5

Team Sizes:
All divisions 15 a-side (can fulfill fixture with min. of
12)
Full sized pitch, 30 minutes per half

Team Sizes:
All divisions 15 a-side (can fulfill fixture with min. of 12)
Full sized pitch, 30 minutes per half

Where necessary in Div. 2 a minimum of 13 a-side can be
Where necessary from Div.3 to lowest division
played, while in Div.3 and lower 11 a-side may be
minimum of 13 a-side can be played. Both teams
played. Div. 1 must play 15 a-side. Both teams must play
must play equal numbers and the MAXIMUM
equal numbers and the MAXIMUM number available to
number available to both teams must be played e.g.
both teams must be played e.g. if both sides have 14
if both sides have 14 then NO players are to be held
then NO players are to be held back as subs.
back as subs.
Teams in Div.2 or 3 with less than 13 players and Division 4
Teams in Div.3 or lower with fewer than 13 players
and 5 with fewer than 11 players will forfeit the points.
will forfeit the points.
Where teams are playing with reduced numbers i.e. 11 to
Where teams are playing with reduced numbers i.e.
14 a side and a team loses a player through injury or a
13 or 14 a side and a team loses a player through
red card the other team is NOT obliged to take off a
injury or a red card the other team is NOT obliged to
player.
take off a player
Under these reduced numbers regulations teams that play
Under these reduced numbers regulations teams that
more players than their opposition have available to
play more players than their opposition have
them forfeit the points
available to them forfeit the points
Kick Outs
Puck Outs Rules as per T.O. 2010
1. At U13/14 kick outs are from the hand from the 14
1. At U13/14/15/16 kick outs are from the hand from the
yard line.
14 yard line.
2. At U15/16 kick outs are from the ground
3. Any player may use a tee for a kick out.
45’s
65’s
Taken in line with where the ball crossed the end line.
Taken in line with where the ball crossed the end line
Pitches
• If home team’s pitch is unplayable the fixture must be played at opponent’s venue if playable, otherwise the home
team will forfeit the points.
• The home team is responsible for making contact with their opposition if the home team’s pitch is unplayable.
• In the case of teams that use city council/corporation pitches this should be done as soon as the pitches are declared
unplayable on a Friday by the local council/corporation.
• In the case of a club that has its own pitches contact must be made by 6 p.m. on Friday for a Saturday game and by
12 p.m. on Saturday for a Sunday game or before 6 p.m. on the day before a midweek game by the home team
declaring that their pitch is playable/unplayable.
• If the home pitch is declared playable in these circumstances only the referee may subsequently deem it unplayable
as per T.O. 2010.
• Should the home team declare their pitch unplayable at short notice i.e. on the day of the game without the
referee’s consent when the away team has a playable pitch they will forfeit the points they travel to their
opponent’s venue or unless exceptional circumstances, in the view of CCC2, are deemed to have prevailed.
• Under the regulations above where a home team has no playable pitch and the away team offers a pitch up to two
hours before or after the official starting time of the fixture (but not earlier than 10 a.m. for a Sunday fixture)
this shall become the official time of the fixture and the game must be played or conceded.
Player Eligibility
• If a team has an issue about the eligibility of an opposing player the mentor should ask the referee to:
◦
Take the player’s name
◦
Get the player’s signature
◦
Get the player’s date of birth
◦
Request the referee to report this to CCC2.
Issues of registration can only be dealt with by written request to Parnell Park from the club secretary with the query.
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Referees
• Referee’s fees are €20 per team.
• The HOME team must contact the referee to ensure his availability.
• If a referee is not notified by the HOME team of a call off or change of venue/time then the HOME team as listed for
the fixture is liable for the full fee of €40.
• In the event that a referee fails to show, the away team has the option to referee the game.
• If they do not wish to exercise this option then the home team MUST referee or concede the game.
• This rule does not apply to Championship games where a neutral referee must be present.
Games
2.
All games are play or concede with the following exception.
3.
The Chairperson of CCC2 may officially call off or postpone a fixture if he feels that the circumstances are
exceptional.
4.
Any fixture not played and not officially called off will result in a w/o if one team fails to field or will be void if both
teams do not field. In this event a fine may also be imposed on the clubs.
5.
Official fixtures will not be called off for school trips, friendlies outside the county, invitations to tournaments,
confirmations etc. Clubs will only be given permission to travel to tournaments ONLY if they have played their
scheduled game in advance. The penalties for unauthorised participation in a tournament or challenge game as laid
down in T.O. 2010 will be imposed on clubs who do not adhere to this regulation. In addition the mentors of any
team along with the juvenile chairperson and/or juvenile secretary as advised to CCC2 on competition entry forms
shall be liable to eight week’s suspension if it is proved to the satisfaction of CCC2 that they participated in a
tournament/challenge game without permission
th
th
6.
All games from Saturday 25 June to Saturday 30 August 2011 (dates INCLUSIVE) may, with the agreement of BOTH
teams, be played within a ten day period BEFORE or AFTER the scheduled fixture date. They may not be played
outside of this time period. All other fixtures must be played on or in advance of the scheduled date.
7.
In the case of a game officially fixed during this period being rearranged BOTH clubs must make contact via email
with the secretary of CCC2 confirming the new date and time of the fixture. In the event that both clubs fail to do
this and the game remains unplayed, for whatever reason, within the time frame no points will be awarded
irrespective of the club that failed to field for the rescheduled fixture.
8.
In the event of a bereavement cancellation of matches will be at the discretion of the chairperson of CCC 2 only. A
game will be given off only where the bereavement has a direct bearing on a particular team. CCC2 will not grant a
club all of its fixtures off in the case of bereavement except in the most exceptional circumstances.
9.
Officials of CCC2 will not enter into phone correspondence regarding fixtures except in the case where a
replacement referee is required. All correspondence regarding fixtures must be via the club delegate or juvenile
secretary to the secretary of CCC2. Once decisions have been made no further correspondence will be entered
into.
10.
Walkovers – On the concession of a second walkover a team shall be removed from the league unless exceptional
circumstances prevail. If CCC2 judge that exceptional circumstances have prevailed in a particular case a team shall
be allowed to continue to play but shall, on the concession of any further game, be removed from the competition.
Top 4 Bottom 4 Leagues and Variations of Same.
• League round fixtures must be completed before Top 4 Bottom 4 begins.
• If back matches arise before start of Top 4 Bottom 4 they will be fixed on dates not necessarily fixed in the calendar
in order to allow Top 4 Bottom 4 to proceed as scheduled.
st
• Points will carry forward from 1 round.
• These fixtures will be strictly play or concede.
• Winners/Runners Up will be determined from the Top 4 while relegation will be decided from the Bottom 4.
Results
• Results must be returned prior to 12p.m. on the Monday after a weekend fixture or 12 p.m. the next day for a
midweek fixture. A correct score MUST be sent in.
• Upon a second failure to reply to the unique text sent to each home mentor OR to send the result to the address
below a team shall forfeit its right to its next home game (league or championship) and shall play that game
away from home.
• Upon a third and subsequent failure(s) to submit results a team shall be fixed away from home for the remainder of
its league games.
• If you encounter any issues always email your Result to juvresults@dublingaa.ie
Other matters
• In all other matters the rules of T.O. 2010 will apply. In particular clubs/mentors are asked to make themselves
familiar with the rules relating to discipline, objections and appeals.
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APPENDICES:
Appendix 1.
THE DESIRED BEANN EADAIR COACHING QUALITIES (*Detailed):
1. KNOWLEDGE OF PLAYERS: be aware of the age group you are working with, and the critical
developmental factors associated with their developmental stage/age e.g. their
technical/tactical skill stage and the appropriate coaching styles to facilitate development at
this stage.
 Remember to focus on the journey of the player and not just the destination.
 Skills required by a player- though players may develop excellent technical skills, for a GAA
player to apply these effectively and to reach their full potential they must also master
various other types of sports skills:
o Technical - ability to move ones body to perform the specific skills
o Tactical - the decisions and actions of players in a game situation to gain an advantage
over opponents
o Physical - preparation of the body to meet the physical demands of the sport
o Mental - preparation of the mind to meet the psychological demands of the sport
o Communication - sending and receiving verbal and non verbal messages to and from
coaches and team mates
o Character - good character is knowing the good, desiring the good, and doing the good
2. COMPETITIVE: Coaches should have a desire to be driven in their ambition to develop skill
and progress players.
 This should drive them to want to do their best for the best of the players regarding:
o Understanding players developmental stage
o Delivering fun, planned training sessions
o Goal setting
o Skill learning
o Performance improvements
o Creating enjoyable, positive atmospheres
o Developing intrinsic motivation
o Character building
3. ORGANISED & PLANNED - ‘To fail to plan is to plan to fail’
 Each session must be well planned and structured in order to avoid boredom and
monotony.
 This is most effective if the coach first identifies the needs and goals of the players and uses
these as the basis for session and programme planning, setting out a path for performance
improvements.
4. COMMUNICATIVE – Good communication and listening skills are key for effective coaching.
 It is required in a variety of situations e.g. with parents, with players explaining drills and
skills, introducing tactics, at games with officials, administrators and other coaches.
 Communication skills encompass:
o Articulation
o Demonstration
o Awareness of body language - vocal characteristics, eye contact, tactile behaviour
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(pats on the back, arm around shoulder)
o Attitude - delivering messages positively
o Listening skills - understanding communication is a two-way street
o Providing feedback through the principals of reinforcement

5. INCLUSIVE – adapting and modifying coaching practices and activities to ensure every

participant, regardless of age, gender, ability level, disability and ethnic background has the
opportunity to participate.
 The onus of inclusion rests with the coach.

6. RESPECTFUL: A coach must express respect towards their players in an effort to expect it in
return. Coaches must also be aware that this respect should transfer to their dealings with
parents, opposing teams, managers, officials etc.
7. MOTIVATING & ENCOURAGING: It’s important as a coach to encourage participation and
improvement of playing performance but also to motivate players in a positive way that will
build their self belief and self efficacy, improving their confidence, competency and developing
intrinsic motivation (a motivation/desire that comes from within them).
 There are three factors which make all the difference:
o Autonomy: The individuals feel some sense of control over their decisions and playing
ability/performance, that their behaviour originates from themselves as opposed to
being a response to external pressures or demands all of the time.
o Relatedness: Feeling connected with others in a positive way that encourages trust
and liking.
o Competence: Knowing that you have and use valuable skills, qualities and abilities.
 The more you encourage autonomy, relatedness and competence in conjunction with a
positive environment, the more confident players will be.
 The opposite is also true – the more you rob players of autonomy through excessive
controls, neglect to create mutually positive relationships and deny them opportunities to
develop competence, the worse their performance will become.
8. OBSERVANT: Observation doesn’t just happen; a coach has to make it happen. The key with
observation is using it appropriately to evaluate performance and provide effective feedback.
 Feedback is essential, using the principles of reinforcement or sandwich approach can work
quite well, where error correction is sandwiched between reinforcement and motivation,
e.g. ’Well done,





you’re striking the ball well, next time concentrate on facing the target when striking the
ball. You almost have it’.

With this approach a coach:
1) Gives reinforcement of what was done well
2) Gives some error correction of what part of the skill was not performed so well
3) Reinforces again through providing motivation that the player will do better
next time
Feedback is so important and is central to an players motivation, enjoyment and
involvement in sport.
Feedback Provision - Be aware of the appropriate times to give feedback:
o Reward the performance more than the outcome
o Reward effort more than success
o Correct only one error at a time
o Reward frequently when learning new skills and tactics
o Reward as soon as possible after the correct behaviours
o Provide feedback on what is done correctly and incorrectly
o Reward only when earned and deserved
o Reward the learning and performance of emotional and social skills as well as sport
skills

9. PATIENCE & PERSEVERANCE: It is so important as a youth coach to have ‘the courage to have
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patience and perseverance’.
 Patience involves the coach expressing an ability or willingness to suppress restlessness or
annoyance when confronted with delay / poor behaviour and performances.
 Must understanding the following:
o Development is more important than winning
o At some age learning to win eventually becomes important
o Proper player development, in the long-term, will lead to winning
10. REFLECTIVE (with an Open Mind / Willingness to Learn): Reflective practice can be a
significant contributor to coach development.
 Coaches should be willing to reflect on sessions, games, seasons etc., be willing to analyse
these and develop as a coach. Through reflection a coach learns what went well and what
went wrong.
 A coach should have an open mind to learning new approaches, adopting old ones, and
continuously improving knowledge and experience through observation of other more
experienced coaches, working with a mentor or through reflective processes.
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Appendix 2.
COACHING STYLES:

Traditional vs. Games Sense Approach
The Traditional Approach

The Games Sense Approach

A very direct method of teaching where the coach
explains how the skill is used, provides a clear
demonstration, creates a drill to practice the skill,
observes this practice and provides feedback to
help players master the skill.

An indirect instructional method that is somewhat
more engaging and enjoyable for players as they
are actively involved in problem solving, applying
the principles, or discovering the best option. This
creates more ownership and responsibility for the
knowledge gained and thus more likely to apply it.

THE GAMES SENSE APPROACH:
The games approach, in contrast to the traditional approach, emphasises first learning what to do, then
how to do it. It places the game centrally in the coaching session, rather than at the end, letting kids
discover what to do in the game not by your telling them but by their experiencing it.
It is a guided discovery method of teaching that empowers your players to solve the problems that arise
in the game, which is a large part of the fun in learning.
Using simplified small-sided games in training rather than technical training in drills is a more
integrated approach to player development. It includes the physical, technical, tactical, psychological
and social elements of the real game and, most importantly, helps players to develop game intelligence,
the most important factor in team sport.
 All players, especially young players enjoy playing games much more than drills, which is
hugely motivational.
 All four aspects of Game Intelligence – perception, understanding, decision-making and
execution – are improved in simplified small-sided games.
 For all youngsters the FUN games (3v3 with four goals for bilateral development) and
variations cover many important game situations and develop game intelligence in attack,
defense, transitions and ball possession.
 Games though don’t need to reflect an actual Gaelic Football game all of the time, vary the
training by using fun, active games to utilise the skills, e.g. use target kicking games to develop
kicking on the move or in an invasion type environment. Use possession games to develop
passing and executing the skill under pressure in a game environment.
The games approach is taught using a four-step process and follows a whole-part-whole approach:
1. Play A Modified Game (WHOLE) - Begin by playing an even-sided game (e.g. 4v4), modified with set
conditions that are developmentally appropriate for the level of the players and is designed to
focus on learning a specific part of the game (such as hand passing).
 Modifying the game emphasises a limited number of game situations/conditions. This is
one way you guide your players to discover certain tactics in the game.
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 For instance, you have your players play a 2v2 game in a 20-by-15-yard playing area. The
objective of the game is to make four hand passes before attempting to score. Playing the
game this way will force players to think about what they have to do to keep possession of
the ball.
2. Help The Players Discover What They Need To Do In Order To Play The Game Successfully (PART) As your players are playing a game, look for the right spot to freeze the action, step in, and ask
questions about errors that you’re seeing.
 When you do so, you help them better understand the objective of the game, what they
must do to reach the objective, and what specific skills they must use.
 Asking the right questions is an important part of teaching. You’ll be asking your players
(usually literally), “What do you need to do to succeed in this situation?” Sometimes
players simply need to have more time playing to discover what they are to do, or you may
need to further modify the game to make it even easier for them.
 This approach may take more patience on your part, but it’s a powerful way for kids to
learn. For example, assume your players are playing a game in which the objective is to
make four passes before attempting to score, but they are having trouble doing so.
Interrupt the action and ask the following questions:
* What are you supposed to do in this game?
* What does your team have to do to keep the ball for four passes in a row?
* What do you need to do when you pass the ball to help your team keep the ball?
* Where would you move to when your teammate has the ball and you need to
help him keep the ball?
 If your players have trouble understanding what to do, phrase your questions to let them
choose between one option and another. For example, if you ask:
* “What’s the fastest way to get the ball down the field? Is it passing or soloing?”
 Asking the right questions may seem difficult at first, because your players have little
experience with the game. If you’ve learned sport through the traditional approach, you’ll
be tempted to tell your players how to play the game rather than wasting time asking
questions.
 Resist this powerful temptation to tell your players what to do. Instead, through the
modified games approach and skillful questioning on your part, your players should come
to realise on their own that accurate passing and receiving skills are essential to their
success in controlling the ball. Rather than having told them what the critical skills are, you
will have led them to this discovery—a crucial process in the games approach.
 Although it takes longer to teach a ball skill or tactic to players in the discovery games
approach to practice, what they learn sticks more permanently and develops more selfreliant players.
3. Teach The Skills Of The Game (PART) - when your players recognise the skills they need to be
successful in the game, you then further teach these specific skills through activities that focus
solely on the skill at hand. This is the time when you temporarily use a more traditional approach
to teaching sport skills.
4. Practice The Skills In Another Game (WHOLE) - As a coach you want your players to experience
success as they’re learning skills. Once the players have practiced the skill as outlined in step 3, you
can then put them back into another game situation—this time an uneven numbers game (e.g., 3v1,
3v2).
 The prevailing notion is that this concept makes it more likely that, for instance, in a 3v1
game, your three offensive players will be able to make four passes before attempting to
score.
Remove this advantage once the game becomes successful, return to your original game and look
out for improvements in play, movements, skills, tactics etc. Be sure to emphasise when the players
carry out the right move or skill, be encouraging and communicate to them when they are
successful.

Process Overview:
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WHOLE
Put players in a game (e.g., 3v3, 6v6), let them discover the challenges they face in games
when performing the necessary skills.

PART
Freeze game, step in, question about errors you are seeing – have them discover what’s
going wrong. Have them practice these skills if necessary.

WHOLE
Put players back into a game, using uneven advantage to give greater chance of achieving success
thus learning and understanding new concept.
Once skill is improved can remove this advantage. Key is to create situations where they
experience success but are challenged at the same time.

Appendix 3.
COACH 10:
*
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Coaching Through Organised Purposeful Game Based Activities
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FUN
ROUTINES

PRACTICE
PLAYS

CONDITIONED
GAMES

THE
GAME

DRILLS

BACKS &
FORWARDS

BALL
SENSE

SMALLSIDED
GAMES

SET
PLAYS

CHALLENGES

Young Child (5-8 yrs):
Fun Routines, Drills, Ball Sense
Child (9-12 yrs):
Games i.e. Small-Sided, Conditioned, Backs & Forwards
Youth (13-16 yrs):
Games i.e. Small-Sided, Conditioned, Backs & Forwards, Practice Plays & Set Plays
ALL: Challenges

COACH 10 ORBITS EXPLAINED:

FUN ROUTINES
Exercises undertaken by players
– on an individual or group basis
– where the primary emphasis is
placed on fun – driving from the
playful nature of the underlying
activity – as distinct from the
competitive outcome
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DRILLS
Where players – operating under
different organisational
formations – execute the skills of
the game – mostly technical –
under varying levels of pressure
& intensity in terms of
movement, time, space,
opposition and competition.

BALL SENSE
Training, involving the use of the
ball, undertaken by players to
enhance hand-eye and bi-lateral
coordination as part of a ball
wall, freestyle, alley or rebound
programme on an individual or
collective basis.
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GAME BASED ACTIVITIES &
CHALLENGES

GAME
Game in which participating
teams have the maximum
number of permitted players for
that age and/or level e.g. adult:
15-a-side

Varied training pursuits –
involving the use of the ball in
match type scenarios – which are
undertaken by players by way of
developing the skills of the game
and delivering on their full
individual and collective
potential.

CONDITIONED GAME
GAME – Small-sided
Game in which participating
teams have less than the
maximum number of permitted
players for that age and/or level

Game – full-sided, small sided, backs &
forwards – where conditions are imposed:
- One team has more players
- Restricted solo run to improve ability
and/or reward skill or 3 passes to score
- Possession turned over if ball is blocked or
score for successful diagonal pull because it
creates time & pace

GAME – Backs & Forwards
Small-Sided Game, which is
primed to replicate the attacking
and defensive scenarios that
apply in real match situations

**To bring about or highlight a
certain skill or tactic

Appendix
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PRACTICE PLAYS

SET PLAYS

Situation where a group of
players replicate a game like
scenario e.g. contest/win
possession, get/deny a score
with varying levels of opposition
i.e. passive, partial or full

Where a group of players work
on set pieces e.g. kick out, puck
out, 43’, 65’, free and/or sideline
kick/puck
- On a repeated basis with a view
to replicating match conditions

4.
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GAA Skills Matrix:
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